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NONLINEAR SPECTRUMS OF FINSLER MANIFOLDS
ALEXANDRU KRISTA´LY, ZHONGMIN SHEN, LIXIA YUAN, AND WEI ZHAO
Abstract. In this paper, we study the spectral problem in Finsler geometry. The spectrum of a Finsler
metric measure manifold is defined to be the set of the critical values of the canonical energy functional,
which is captured by a faithful dimension-like function. We estimate both the upper bound and the lower
bound of such eigenvalues. Moreover, several faithful dimension-like functions are constructed in this paper.
As an application, we show the spectrum of a weighted Riemannian manifold can be obtained by a special
faithful dimension-like function.
1. Introduction
The classical spectrum of a compact Riemannian manifolds (M, g) is defined to be the set of numbers
λ such that the following Laplacian equation has nontrivial solution
∆u+ λu = 0. (1.1)
A fundamental fact is that (1.1) is the Euler equation of the following energy functional E on X , i.e.,
the Sobolev space consisting of H1 functions on M (with u|∂M = 0 if ∂M 6= ∅):
E(u) :=
∫
M g(∇u,∇u)dm∫
M u
2dm
.
The spectrum is defined as the set of critical values of E. The critical values of E are called the eigenvalues
of (M, g). This setting allows us to define the spectrum for compact Finsler manifolds using an appropriate
energy functional.
Let (M,F, dm) be a compact Finsler metric measure manifold. In this case, the canonical energy
functional E is naturally defined as
E(u) :=
∫
M [F
∗(du)]2dm∫
M u
2dm
, ∀u ∈X \{0},
where F ∗ is the co-Finsler metric on T ∗M . And the spectrum of (M,F, dm) is defined to be the set of
critical values of E on X . If λ is a critical value of E and u is the corresponding critical function, then
they satisfy the Euler equation
∆u+ λu = 0,
where ∆ is a non-linear elliptic operator concerning both F and dm. Therefore, we shall say such λ is an
eigenvalue of ∆ or (M,F, dm).
Although Chern [11] claimed that ’Finsler geometry is just Riemannian geometry without the quadratic
restriction’, subtle differences occur between these geometries. The main contrast between these two
settings within the spectral theory is the nonlinearity of ∆. More precisely, given a Finsler metric measure
manifold (M,F, dm), let (xi) be a local coordinates for M and let (xi, ηi) be the induced coordinates for
T ∗M . Set dm = σ(x)dx1 · · · dxn and g∗ij(x, η) := 12 [F ∗2]ηiηj (x, η). Then ∆u is given by
∆u(x) =
1
σ(x)
∂
∂xi
[
σ(x)g∗ij(x, du)
∂u
∂xj
(x)
]
, if du(x) 6= 0.
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In spite the fact that ∆u is the Laplacian in the Riemannian case, usually the degree of nonlinearity of
∆u is rather high for non-Riemannian Finsler metrics. See [30, Example 3.2.1] for instance. Hence, a
challenging task is how to capture these eigenvalues and find what geometric quantity influences them.
To achieve this goal, we use a dimension-like function dim on a collection C of certain subsets in
S := {u ∈ X : ∫ u2dm = 1} to capture an infinite sequence of eigenvalues. For any positive integer k,
set
λk := sup
{
λ ≥ 0 : dimE−1[0, λ] < k
}
, (1.2)
where dimE−1[0, λ] := sup{dim(A) : A ∈ C , A ⊂ E−1[0, λ]}. The set {λk}+∞k=1 is called the (C , dim)-
spectrum. We find that for a faithful pairs (C , dim) (see Definition 3.3 below), the (C , dim)-spectrum is
always contained in the spectrum of (M,F, dm). Further, for reversible Finsler metric measure manifolds,
there are several faithful dimension pairs (see Section 3.2). More precisely, we prove the following
Theorem 1.1. Let (M,F, dm) be a compact reversible Finsler metric measure manifold. For any faithful
dimension pair (C , dim), every number λk in its spectrum is an eigenvalue of (M,F, dm), or equivalently,
there exists u ∈X0\{0} or u = const. 6= 0 with
∆u+ λku = 0 in the weak sense.
Here, X0 is the Sobolev space consisting of H1 functions on M with u|∂M = 0 if ∂M 6= ∅ or
∫
M u dm = 0
if ∂M = ∅. Moreover, the spectrum {λk}+∞k=1 has the following properties:
0 = λ1 < λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λk ≤ . . .↗ +∞, if ∂M = ∅;
0 < λ1 < λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λk ≤ . . .↗ +∞, if ∂M 6= ∅,
where the first positive eigenvalue is given by
λ2 = infu∈X0\{0}E(u), if ∂M = ∅;
λ1 = infu∈X0\{0}E(u), if ∂M 6= ∅.
The set of eigenvalues {λk}+∞k=1 defined by (1.2) might not be the set of all critical values of E. Nev-
ertheless, we have a Cheng type estimate, i.e., the eigenvalues λk’s are bounded from above by the lower
bound of the weighted Ricci curvature RicN (cf. Ohta and Sturm [25]) and the upper bound of the
diameter.
Theorem 1.2. Given N ≥ n, K ∈ R and d > 0, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed reversible
Finsler metric measure manifold with
RicN ≥ (N − 1)K, diam(M) = d.
Then there exists a positive constant C1 = C1(N) only dependent on N such that for any faithful dimension
pair (C , dim), the corresponding eigenvalues λk’s always satisfy
λk ≤ (N − 1)
2
4
|K|+ C1(N)
(
k
d
)2
.
We remark that Theorem 1.2 can be extended to compact convex reversible Finsler metric measure
manifolds (see Theorem 4.1 below).
Unlike in the Riemannian setting, on a Finsler manifold various measures can be introduced whose
behavior may be genuinely different. Two such frequently used measures are the so-called Busemann-
Hausdorff measure dmBH and Holmes-Thompson measure dmHT , see Alvarez-Paiva and Berck [2] and
Alvarez-Paiva and Thompson [3]. These two measures become the canonical Riemannan measure if the
Finsler metric is Riemannian. For such measures, we have the following Gromov type estimate.
Theorem 1.3. Given K ≤ 0 and d > 0, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed reversible Finsler
metric measure manifold with
Ric ≥ (n− 1)K, diam(M) = d,
3where dm is either the Busemann-Hausdorff measure or the Holmes-Thompson measure. Thus, there is
a positive constant C2 = C2(n) only dependent on n such that for any faithful dimension pair (C , dim),
the corresponding eigenvalues λk’s always satisfy
λk+1 ≥ C
1+d
√
|K|
2
Λ17nF · d2
k
2
n , ∀ k ∈ N,
where ΛF is the uniformity constant of (M,F ).
Note that ΛF ≥ 1 with equality if and only if F is Riemannian (cf. Egloff [13]). Hence, Theorem 1.3
implies the Gromov’s estimate [15] naturally. On one hand, Theorem 1.3 can be generalized for arbitrary
measures (see Theorem 5.1 below). On the other hand, for some special faithful dimension pairs, we
obtain a better estimate which is not only independent of the uniformity constant but also valid for all
measures (see Theorem 5.4 below).
Furthermore, we also have a Buser type estimate on the lower bounds of the eigenvalues.
Theorem 1.4. Let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed reversible Finsler manifold equipped with the
Busemann-Hausdorff measure or the Holmes-Thompson measure. Then there are two positive constants
C3 = C3(n) and C4 = C4(n) only dependent on n such that for any faithful dimension pair (C , dim), the
corresponding eigenvalues λk’s always satisfy
λk+1 ≥ C3
Λ25nF
(
k
V
) 2
n
, ∀ k ≥ C4 · Λ5n2F
(
V
inM
)
,
where V = m(M), ΛF is the uniformity constant and iM is the injectivity radius of (M,F ).
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Elements from Finsler geometry. In this section, we recall some definitions and properties about
Finsler manifolds. See Bao et al. [4] and Shen [30] for more details.
2.1.1. Finsler manifolds. Let M be a connected n-dimensional smooth manifold and TM =
⋃
x∈M TxM
be its tangent bundle. The pair (M,F ) is a reversible Finsler manifold if F : TM → [0,+∞) satisfies the
conditions:
(a) F ∈ C+∞(TM \ {0});
(b) F (x, λy) = |λ|F (x, y) for all λ ∈ R and (x, y) ∈ TM ;
(c) gij(x, y) = [
1
2F
2]yiyj (x, y) is positive definite for all (x, y) ∈ TM \ {0}, where F (x, y) := F (yi ∂∂xi |x).
The Euler theorem yields F (x, y) =
√
gij(x, y)yiyj for any y ∈ TM\{0}. On the other hand, (gij(x, y))
can be defined on y = 0 if and only if it is independent of y, in which case F is Riemannian.
Set SxM := {y ∈ TxM : F (x, y) = 1} and SM := ∪x∈MSxM . The uniformity constant ΛF (cf.
Egloff [13]) is defined by
ΛF := sup
X,Y,Z∈SM
gX(Y, Y )
gZ(Y, Y )
, where gX(Y, Y ) = gij(x,X)Y
iY j .
Clearly, ΛF ≥ 1 with equality if and only if F is Riemannian.
The average Riemannian metric gˆ on M induced by F is defined as
gˆ(X,Y ) :=
1
ν(SxM)
∫
SxM
gy(X,Y )dνx(y), ∀X,Y ∈ TxM, (2.1)
where ν(SxM) =
∫
SxM
dνx(y), and dνx is the canonical Riemannian measure SxM induced by F . It is
easy to check that
Λ−1F · F 2(X) ≤ gˆ(X,X) ≤ ΛF · F 2(X), ∀X ∈ TM. (2.2)
The dual Finsler metric F ∗ on M is defined by
F ∗(η) := sup
X∈TxM\{0}
η(X)
F (X)
, ∀η ∈ T ∗xM,
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which is a Finsler metric on T ∗M . The Legendre transformation L : TM → T ∗M is defined by
L(X) :=
 gX(X, ·), if X 6= 0,
0, if X = 0.
In particular, F ∗(L(X)) = F (X). Given f ∈ C1(M), the gradient of f is defined as ∇f = L−1(df). Thus,
df(X) = g∇f (∇f,X). We remark that ∇ is usually nonlinear, i.e., ∇(f + h) 6= ∇f +∇h.
Let ζ : [0, 1]→M be a Lipschitz continuous path. The length of ζ is defined by
LF (ζ) :=
∫ 1
0
F (ζ˙(t))dt.
Define the distance function dF : M ×M → [0,+∞) by dF (x1, x2) := inf LF (σ), where the infimum is
taken over all Lipschitz continuous paths ζ : [a, b]→M with ζ(a) = x1 and ζ(b) = x2. Given R > 0, the
R-ball centered at p is defined as Bp(R) := {x ∈M : dF (p, x) < R}.
A smooth curve t 7→ γ(t) in M is called a (constant speed) geodesic if it satisfies
d2γi
dt2
+ 2Gi
(
dγ
dt
)
= 0,
where
Gi(y) :=
1
4
gil(y)
{
2
∂gjl
∂xk
(y)− ∂gjk
∂xl
(y)
}
yjyk (2.3)
is the geodesic coefficient. And we always use γy(t) to denote the geodesic with γ˙y(0) = y.
A reversible Finsler manifold (M,F ) is complete if every geodesic t 7→ γ(t), 0 < t < 1, can be extended
to a geodesic defined on −∞ < t < +∞. The cut value iy of y ∈ SxM is defined by
iy := sup{t : the geodesic γy|[0,t] is globally minimizing}.
The injectivity radius at x is defined as ix := infy∈SxM iy. According to Bao et al. [4], if (M,F ) is complete,
then ix > 0 for any point x ∈M . The cut locus of x is defined as
Cutx := {γy(iy) : y ∈ SxM with iy < +∞} .
In particular, Cutx is closed and has null measure.
2.1.2. Measures and curvatures. In this paper, a triple (M,F, dm) is called a FMMM (i.e., Finsler metric
measure manifold), if (M,F ) is a reversible Finsler manifold endowed with a smooth measure dm. In a
local coordinate system (xi), use σ(x) to denote the density function of dm, i.e.,
dm =: σ(x)dx1 · · · dxn. (2.4)
In particular, the Busemann-Hausdorff measure dmBH and the Holmes-Thompson measure dmHT (cf.
[2, 3]) are defined by
dmBH :=
vol(Bn)
vol(BxM)
dx1 · · · dxn,
dmHT :=
(
1
vol(Bn)
∫
BxM
det gij(x, y)dy
1 · · · dyn
)
dx1 · · · dxn,
where BxM := {y ∈ TxM : F (x, y) < 1} and Bn is the usual Euclidean n-dimensional unit ball.
Given a C2-function f , set U = {x ∈M : df |x 6= 0}. The Laplacian of f ∈ C2(M) is defined on U by
∆f := div(∇f) = 1
σ(x)
∂
∂xi
(
σ(x)g∗ij(df |x) ∂f
∂xj
)
, (2.5)
where (g∗ij) is the fundamental tensor of F ∗ and σ(x) is defined in (2.4). As in Ohta and Sturm [25], we
define the distributional Laplacian of u ∈ H1loc(M) in the weak sense by∫
M
v∆udm = −
∫
M
〈∇u, dv〉dm for all v ∈ C∞0 (M),
5where 〈∇u, dv〉 := dv(∇u) at x ∈M denotes the canonical pairing between T ∗xM and TxM.
Define the distortion τ and the S-curvature S of (M,F, dm) as
τ(y) := log
√
det gij(x, y)
σ(x)
, S(y) :=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
[τ(γ˙y(t))], for y ∈ TxM\{0},
where γy(t) is a geodesic with γ˙(0) = y.
Lemma 2.1 (Yuan et al. [32]). Let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional FMMM with finite uniformity constant
ΛF . If dm is the Busemann-Hausdorff measure or the Holmes-Thompson measure, then e
τ(y) ∈ [Λ−nF ,ΛnF ]
for any y ∈ TM\{0}.
The Riemannian curvature Ry of F is a family of linear transformations on tangent spaces. More
precisely, set Ry := R
i
k(y)
∂
∂xi
⊗ dxk, where
Rik(y) := 2
∂Gi
∂xk
− yj ∂
2Gi
∂xj∂yk
+ 2Gj
∂2Gi
∂yj∂yk
− ∂G
i
∂yj
∂Gj
∂yk
,
where Gi’s are the geodesic coefficients defined in (2.3). The Ricci curvature of y 6= 0 is defined by
Ric(y) :=
Rii(y)
F 2(y)
. According to Ohta et al. [25], given y ∈ SM , the weighted Ricci curvature is defined by
RicN (y) =

Ric(y) + ddt
∣∣
t=0
S(γy(t))− S
2(y)
N−n , for N ∈ (n,+∞),
lim
L↓n
RicL(y), for N = n,
Ric(y) + ddt
∣∣
t=0
S(γy(t)), for N = +∞.
In particular, bounding Ricn from below makes sense only if S = 0.
2.1.3. Laplacian and volume comparison theorems. If M is comlete, then there exists a polar coordinate
system around every point in M (cf. Zhao and Shen [34]). Fixing an arbitrary point p ∈ M , let (r, y)
denote the polar coordinate system around p and write
dm =: σˆp(r, y) dr dνp(y), (2.6)
where r is the distance from p and dνp(y) is the Riemannian measure on SpM induced by F .
For any fixed y ∈ SpM , we have
∆r =
∂
∂r
log(σˆp(r, y)), for 0 < r < iy. (2.7)
In particular,
lim
r→0+
σˆp(r, y)
rn−1
= e−τ(y). (2.8)
In this paper, An,K(r) (resp. Vn,K(r)) denotes the area (resp., volume) of sphere (resp., ball) with
radius r in the Riemannian space form of constant curvature K, that is,
An,K(r) = vol(Sn−1)sn−1K (r), Vn,K(r) = vol(S
n−1)
∫ r
0
sn−1K (t)dt. (2.9)
For the Ricci curvature, we have the following result. See Zhao et al. [34, Theorem 1.2] for the proof.
Lemma 2.2. Let (M,F, dm) be a an n-dimensional complete FMMM and let (r, y) be the polar coordinate
system at p.
(1) If Ric ≥ (n− 1)K, then for any y ∈ SpM ,
fy(r) :=
σˆp(r, y)
e−τ(γ˙y(r))
is monotonically decreasing in r and converges to 1 as r → 0+.
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(2) If Ric ≥ (n− 1)K and |τ | ≤ log Θ, then
m(Bp(R))
m(Bp(r))
≤ Θ2Vn,K(R)
Vn,K(r)
, ∀ 0 < r ≤ R.
For the weighted Ricci curvature, Ohta and Sturm [25] obtained the following result.
Lemma 2.3. Let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional complete FMMM. If for some N ∈ [n,+∞), the
weighted Ricci curvature satisfies RicN ≥ (N − 1)K, then the Laplacian of the distance function r(x) =
d(p, x) from any given point p ∈M can be estimated as follows:
∆r ≤ d
dr
(
log sN−1K (r)
)
,
which holds pointwise on M and in the sense of distributions on M −{p}. Hereafter, sK(t) is the unique
solution to f ′′ +Kf = 0 with f(0) = 0 and f ′(0) = 1.
Hence, for any x ∈M and 0 < r ≤ R,
m(Bx(R))
m(Bx(r))
≤ VN,K(R)
VN,K(r)
≤ e(N−1)R
√
|K|
(
R
r
)N
.
Moreover, we have an extension of Cheeger and Colding [9, Theorem 2.11]. See Zhao [35, Theorem 3.1,
Remark 3.2] for the proof.
Theorem 2.1. Given N ∈ [n,+∞) and K ≤ 0, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional complete FMMM
with RicN ≥ (N − 1)K. Let Ai, i = 1, 2 be two bounded open subsets and let W be an open subset such
that for each two xi ∈ Ai, the normal minimal geodesic γx1x2 from x1 to x2 is contained in W . Thus, for
any non-negative integrable function f on W , we have∫
A1×A2
(∫ d(x1,x2)
0
f(γx1x2(s))ds
)
dm×
≤C(N,K, d) [m(A1) diam(A2) + m(A2) diam(A1)]
∫
W
fdm,
where dm× is the product measure induced by dm, d := supx1∈A1, x2∈A2 dF (x1, x2) and
C(N,K, d) = sup
0< 1
2
r≤s≤r≤d
(
sK(r)
sK(s)
)N−1
≤ 2N−1e(N−1)
√
|K|d
2 .
2.2. Sobolev space and Energy functional. Let (M,F, dm) be a compact FMMM with or without
boundary ∂M . Define a norm ‖ · ‖H on C∞(M) with respect to dm by
‖u‖H := ‖u‖L2 + ‖F ∗(du)‖L2 =
(∫
M
u2dm
) 1
2
+
(∫
M
F ∗2(du)dm
) 1
2
.
Now set
H1(M) := C∞(M)
‖·‖H
, X := C∞0 (M)
‖·‖H
, X0 :=
{
u ∈X :
∫
M
udm = 0 if ∂M = ∅
}
.
Since M is compact, both H1(M) and X are independent of the choices of F and dm. In particular,
H1(M) is the standard Sobolev space in the sense of Hebey [20, Definition 2.1].
The canonical energy functional E (i.e., Rayleigh quotient) on X \{0} is defined as
E(u) :=
∫
M F
∗2(du)dm∫
M u
2dm
=
(‖F ∗(du)‖L2
‖u‖L2
)2
, ∀u ∈X \{0}. (2.10)
Given u ∈X \{0}, for any v ∈X , we have
DE(u)(v) := 〈v, DE(u)〉 := d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
E(u+ tv) = −2
∫
M v(∆u+ E(u)u)dm∫
M u
2dm
.
7Hence, DE(u) is a linear functional on X . In particular, DE(u) = 0 if and only if
∆u+ E(u)u = 0 in a weak sense.
Proposition 2.1. Let (M,F, dm) be a compact FMMM. Then for any u ∈X \{0}, DE(u) is a bounded
functional and moreover, DE(u) is continuous at u. Hence, E ∈ C1(X \{0}).
Sketch of the proof. Given u ∈X \{0}, the Ho¨lder inequality furnishes
‖DE(u)‖ = sup
v 6=0
∣∣∣∣〈v, DE(u)〉‖v‖H
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2 ‖F ∗(dv)‖L2‖F (∇u)‖L2 + E(u) · ‖u‖L2‖v‖L2‖u‖2
L2
‖v‖H
≤ 2 max{
√
E(u), E(u)}
‖u‖L2
. (2.11)
That is, DE(u) is a continuous and bounded functional.
On the other hand, due to Ge and Shen [18, (11)], a partition of unity argument yields a positive
constant C = C(M) only dependent on M such that
‖F (∇u−∇v)‖L2 ≤ C · ‖F ∗(du− dv)‖L2 , ∀u, v ∈ H1(M). (2.12)
Now a direct but cumbersome calculation together with (2.11) and (2.12) furnishes
lim
m→+∞ ‖un − u‖H = 0 =⇒ limn→+∞ ‖DE(un)−DE(u)‖ = 0,
where un’s are nonzero. That is, DE(u) is continuous at u. 
Recall the following (P.-S.) condition.
Proposition 2.2 (Ge et al. [18]). Given any 0 < δ < +∞, if {un} is a sequence in X \{0} with
‖un‖L2 = 1, E(un) ≤ δ, ‖DE(un)‖ → 0, (P.-S.)
then there exists a (strongly) convergent subsequence in X \{0}.
Definition 2.1. Given any eigenvalue λ ≥ 0, the eigenset corresponding to λ, Kλ, is defined as
Kλ := {u ∈X : ‖u‖L2 = 1, E(u) = λ, DE(u) = 0}. (2.13)
Lemma 2.4. The eigenset Kλ is always compact.
Proof. Given a sequence {um} ⊂ Kλ, (P.-S.) yields that a subsequence {umk} converge to u ∈X strongly.
Now Proposition 2.1 yields that ‖u‖L2 = 1, E(u) = λ, DE(u) = 0⇒ u ∈ Kλ. Hence, Kλ is compact. 
In the sequel, X is called a Banach-Finsler manifold if X is a Finsler manifold in the sense of Palais
(cf. Palais [28, Def. 2.10, Def. 3.5] and Struwe [31, p. 77]). Also see Definition A.1 below.
Now let TX denote the tangent bundle of X and let ‖ · ‖ be the trivial metric structure on TX
induced by ‖ · ‖H. Thus, (X , ‖ · ‖) is a C∞-Banach-Finsler manifold. Set
S := {u ∈X : ‖u‖L2 = 1}.
Rather than X or X0, S will be our main object of study in the sequel. First, we have the following
important result, whose proof will be given in Appendix A.1.
Proposition 2.3. (S, ‖ · ‖ |TS) is a complete C∞-Banach-Finsler manifold and an AR (i.e., absolute
retract). Moreover, i∗E is a C1-function on S, where i : S ↪→X is the inclusion.
It is not hard to verify the following lemma by the homogeneity of E.
Lemma 2.5. A function u ∈ S is a critical point of E if and only if u is a critical point of i∗E, where
i : S ↪→X is the inclusion. In particular, either u = ±(m(M))− 12 or u ∈X0\{0}.
Remark 2.1. In [18], Y. Ge and Z. Shen showed that if DE(u) = 0, then u ∈ C1,α(M) for some
0 < α < 1.
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According to Lemma 2.5, there is no difference between E and i∗E from the point of view of critical
points in S. So by abuse of notation, we will use E to denote i∗E in the rest of paper.
A standard argument concerning pseudo-gradient vector fields together with Proposition 2.3 and Propo-
sition 2.2 yields the following result. We omit the proof because it is the same as Struwe [31, Chapter II,
Theorem 3.11].
Lemma 2.6 (Homotopy Lemma). Let (M,F, dm) be a compact reversible FMMM. Let λ ≥ 0,  > 0 and
let O ⊂ S be any open neighborhood of the eigenset Kλ (see (2.13)). Then there exist a numbers 0 ∈ (0, )
and a continuous 1-parameter family of homeomorphisms Φ(·, t) of S, 0 ≤ t < +∞, with the following
properties:
(1) Φ(u, t) = u, if one of the following conditions holds
(i) t = 0; (ii)DE(u) = 0; (iii) |E(u)− λ| ≥ .
(2) E(Φ(u, t)) is non-increasing in t for all u ∈ S.
(3) Φ(Eλ+0\O, 1) ⊂ Eλ−0, and Φ(Eλ+0 , 1) ⊂ Eλ−0 ∪O.
(4) Φ(−u, t) = −Φ(u, t), for all t ≥ 0 and u ∈ S.
(5) Φ : S × [0,+∞)→ S has the semi-group property, that is,
Φ(·, s) ◦ Φ(·, t) = Φ(·, s+ t), ∀ s, t ≥ 0.
Here, for any δ > 0, Eδ := {u ∈ S : E(u) < δ}.
3. dimension pairs and eigenvalues
3.1. Spectrum of a dimension pair. In general, the Laplacian of a non-Riemannian Finsler manifold
is nonlinear (cf. [18, 30]). Hence, it is impossible to define the high order eigenvalues by the traditional
method in the Finsler setting. Inspired by Gromov [16], we carry a systematic study of eigenvalues
by dimension-like functions. Furthermore, our results complement in several aspects those obtained in
Riemannian geometry.
Notations: We will use the following notations throughout this paper:
(1) R+ := [0,+∞), N := {0, 1, 2, . . .} and N+ := {1, 2, . . .}.
(2) dimC(·) denotes the Lebesgue covering dimension (cf. Hurwicz and Wallman [21]).
(3) A homeomorphism h : S → S is called an APH (i.e., antipode preserving homeomorphism) in case h
satisfies h(−u) = −h(u) for all u ∈ S.
(4) Given a compact FMMM (M,F, dm) and any u, v ∈ L2(M), set
(u, v)L2 :=
∫
M
u vdm, ‖u‖L2 :=
∫
M
u2dm. (3.1)
Now we introduce the definition of dimension pair.
Definition 3.1. An optional family C is a certain collection of subsets of S satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) ∅ ∈ C .
(ii) Given k ∈ N+, for any k-dimensional vector subspace V ⊂X , V ∩ S ∈ C .
(iii) For every APH h : S → S, h(A) ∈ C for all A ∈ C .
Given an optional family C , a dimension-like function dim on C is a function from C to N ∪ {+∞}
satisfying the following properties:
(D1) dim(A) ≥ 0 for any A ∈ C with equality if and only if A = ∅.
(D2) For any A1, A2 ∈ C with A1 ⊂ A2, dim(A1) ≤ dim(A2).
(D3) Given k ∈ N+, for any k-dimensional vector subspace V ⊂X , dim(V ∩ S) ≥ k.
(D4) For every APH h : S → S, dim(h(A)) = dim(A) for all A ∈ C .
9A pair (C , dim) is called a dimension pair, if C is an optional family and dim is a dimension-like
function on C .
Remark 3.1. Since the inverse of an APH is still an APH, (D4) is equivalent to the following:
(D4’) For every APH h : S → S, dim(h(A)) ≥ dim(A) for all A ∈ C .
The spectrum for a dimension pair is defined as follows.
Definition 3.2. Let (M,F, dm) be a compact FMMM. Given a dimension pair (C , dim), the corresponding
eigenvalues are defined as
λk := sup
{
λ ∈ R+ ∪ {+∞} : dimE−1[0, λ] < k} , ∀ k ∈ N+,
where
dimE−1[0, λ] := sup
{
dim(A) : A ∈ C , A ⊂ E−1[0, λ]} .
The collection {λk}∞k=1 is called (C , dim)-spectrum.
Remark 3.2. In [16], Gromov defined a dimension-like function dim as a function on a collection of
sets C only satisfying Property (D2). In this paper, we require that both an optional family C and a
dimension-like function dim satisfy more properties. One will see soon that those additional assumptions
in Definition 3.1 make the corresponding spectrum have nice properties.
First we have the following min-max principle.
Theorem 3.1 (Min-max Principle). Let (M,F, dm) be a compact FMMM. Given a dimension pair
(C , dim), set
Ck := {A ∈ C : dim (A) ≥ k}, ∀ k ∈ N+.
Then the corresponding eigenvalue satisfies the min-max principle, i.e.,
λk = inf
A∈Ck
sup
u∈A
E(u), ∀ k ∈ N+.
In particular, λk is always finite for any k ∈ N+.
Proof. For any k ∈ N+, (D3) in Definition 3.1 implies Ck 6= ∅. Hence, λˆk := infA∈Cksupu∈AE(u) is well-
defined. We firstly show λk = λˆk. In fact, if λ ∈ R+ ∪ {+∞} satisfies dimE−1[0, λ] ≥ k, then Definition
3.2 yields λk ≤ λ, which implies
λk ≤ inf{λ ∈ R+ ∪ {+∞} : dimE−1[0, λ] ≥ k}
= inf
{
λ ∈ R+ ∪ {+∞} : ∃A ∈ C with A ⊂ E−1[0, λ] and dim(A) ≥ k} = λˆk.
On the other hand, if λk = +∞, then λk ≥ λˆk. Now suppose λk < +∞. Thus, for any  > 0, Definition
3.2 furnishes dimE−1[0, λk + ] ≥ k, which means λk ≥ λˆk. Therefore, λk = λˆk.
Secondly, we prove that λk is finite. Let gˆ be the average Riemannian metric defined in (2.1). Denote
by (·, ·) and ‖·‖1 the standard inner produce and the norm on H1(M) induced by gˆ, respectively. Namely,
(u, v) :=
∫
M
uv d volgˆ +
∫
M
gˆ(du, dv) d volgˆ, ‖u‖1 :=
√
(u, u). (3.2)
Since M is compact, the topology of (X , ‖ · ‖1) coincides with the one of (X , ‖ · ‖H). In particular, E is
continuous in the topology of (X , ‖ · ‖1).
Let {λ∆gˆi }∞i=1 be the standard spectrum of the Laplacian ∆gˆ and {fi}∞i=1 be the corresponding eigen-
functions with ‖fi‖L2 = 1. According to Craioveanu, Puta and Rassias [6, the proof of Proposition 1.2,
p.134], for any u ∈X , there exist a sequence of constants {ai} such that u =
∑∞
i=1 aifi with
‖u‖2L2 =
∞∑
i=1
a2i , ‖u‖21 =
∞∑
i=1
(1 + λ
∆gˆ
i )a
2
i < +∞. (3.3)
Now set V := Span{f1, . . . , fk}. Due to (3.3), V ∩ S ⊂ X is compact. Since V ∩ S ∈ Ck, the min-max
principle then furnishes
λk = inf
A∈Ck
sup
u∈A
E(u) ≤ sup
u∈V ∩S
E(u) < +∞.
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
Remark 3.3. If dim does not satisfy (D3) in Definition 3.1, Ck could be empty, in which case λk = +∞.
Theorem 3.2. Let (M,F, dm) be a compact FMMM. Given a dimension pair (C , dim), the corresponding
spectrum {λk}∞k=1 satisfy the following properties:
(1) (Monotonicity)
0 = λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λk ≤ . . . , if ∂M = ∅,
0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λk ≤ . . . , if ∂M 6= ∅.
In particular, the first eigenvalue is
λ1 = inf
u∈S
E(u) = inf
u∈X \{0}
E(u).
(2) (Riemannian case)
If F is Riemannian and dm is the canonical Riemannian measure, then
λk ≤ λ∆k , ∀ k ∈ N+,
where λ∆k is the standard eigenvalue of the Laplacian ∆ in the Riemannian case.
(3) (Existence of eigenfunction)
For each k ∈ N+, the eigenfunction u corresponding to the eigenvalue λk always exists, i.e., there exist
u ∈X \{0} with ∆u+ λku = 0 in the weak sense. In particular, the eigenfunction u satisfies u = const. 6= 0, if λk = 0;
u ∈X0\{0}, if λk > 0.
Proof. (1) For convenience, set
λ∗1 := inf
u∈S
E(u) = inf
u∈X \{0}
E(u).
We claim λ1 = λ
∗
1. First, Theorem 3.1 implies λ
∗
1 ≤ λ1. On the other hand, for each f ∈ S, we have
{±f} = Rf∩S ∈ C1, which together with the min-max principle yields λ1 = infA∈C1 supu∈AE(u) ≤ E(f),
i.e., λ1 ≤ λ∗1. So the claim is true.
In the sequel, we study the positivity of λ1. If ∂M = ∅, set A = {±(m(M))− 12 } ∈ C1. Thus,
0 ≤ λ1 ≤ supu∈AE(u) = 0. Now suppose ∂M 6= ∅. Let gˆ be the average Riemannian metric of F . Since
M is compact, there exists a positive constant Cm ≥ 1 such that
C−1m · d volgˆ ≤ dm ≤ Cm · d volgˆ, (3.4)
which together with the spectral theory in Riemannian geometry yields
λ1 = λ
∗
1 = inf
u∈X \{0}
∫
M F
∗2(du)dm∫
M u
2dm
≥ 1
ΛF · C2m
inf
u∈X \{0}
∫
M gˆ(du, du)d volgˆ∫
M u
2d volgˆ
> 0.
Since Ck+1 ⊂ Ck, the monotonicity of the eigenvalues follows from Theorem 3.1.
(2) Since F is Riemannian, Courant’s minimax principle yields
λ∆k = min
V ∈Hk
max
u∈V \{0}
E(u), (3.5)
where Hk = {V ⊂ X : V is a linear subspace with dimC(V ) = k}. Thus, for any  > 0, there exists
a linear space V with dimC(V ) = k and maxu∈V \{0}E(u) < λ∆k + . Since S ∩ V ∈ Ck, the min-max
principle furnishes
λk ≤ sup
u∈S∩V
E(u) < λ∆k +  =⇒ λk ≤ λ∆k .
(3) We claim that each λk is a critical value of E. Assume to the contrary that λk is a regular value,
that is, if u ∈ S with E(u) = λk, then DE(u) 6= 0. Thus, the eigenset Kλk = ∅ (cf. (2.13)). Due to
Lemma 2.6 (O = ∅ and  = 1), there exists 0 > 0 and a family of APH’s Φ(·, t) : S → S, t ∈ [0, 1] such
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that Φ(Eλk+0 , 1) ⊂ Eλk−0 . For this 0, Theorem 3.1 yields an element A ∈ Ck with A ⊂ Eλk+0 . Thus,
E(Φ(A, 1)) < λk − 0.
On the other hand, (D4) in Definition 3.1 yields Φ(A, 1) ∈ Ck, which together with Theorem 3.1
furnishes a contradiction, i.e.,
λk ≤ sup
u∈Φ(A,1)
E(u) ≤ λk − 0 < +∞.
So the claim is true and therefore, the eigenfunction u ∈ S corresponding to λk does exist. Now it follows
from Lemma 2.5 that u = const. 6= 0 or u ∈X0\{0}. 
Remark 3.4. According to Chavel [7, P.9], for a closed Riemannian manifold, one has
0 = λ∆1 < λ
∆
2 ≤ . . . ≤ λ∆k ≤ . . . ,
in which case the first eigenvalue in the classical literature on Riemannian geometry usually means the
first positive eigenvalue, i.e., λ∆2 . On the other hand, it is easy to check that
λ∆1 = 0 = inf
u∈H1(M)\{0}
∫
M g(∇u,∇u)d volg∫
M u
2d volg
= inf
u∈S
E(u).
Therefore, Property (i) in Theorem 3.2 is true in the Riemannian case.
Remark 3.5. In view of Property (3) in Theorem 3.2, the spectrum of a dimension pair (C , dim) is a
sequence of critical values of E. In particular, Property (2) together with Property (3) yields that for
a compact Riemannian manifold equipped with the canonical Riemannian measure, each eigenvalue of a
dimension pair (C , dim) is exactly a standard eigenvalue of the Laplacian. However, (C , dim)-spectrum
may not contain all the critical values of E. See Section 3.2.4 for the example.
It also should be remarked that there exists a dimension pair such that 0 = λk < λ
∆
k for k ≥ 1 for
every closed Riemannian manifold (See Proposition 3.5). In order to avoid such a case, we introduce a
”stronger” dimension pair.
Definition 3.3. A dimension pair (C , dim) is said to be faithful if
λk = λ
∆
k , ∀ k ∈ N+,
for any compact Riemannian manifold (endowed with the canonical Riemannian measure). Here, λ∆k is
the standard eigenvalue of the Laplacian ∆ in the Riemannian setting.
Theorem 3.3. Let (M,F, dm) be a compact FMMM. For a faithful dimension pair (C , dim), the corre-
sponding spectrum satisfies
(1) The first positive eigenvalue is equal to
λ2 = infu∈X0\{0}E(u), if ∂M = ∅;
λ1 = infu∈X0\{0}E(u), if ∂M 6= ∅.
(2) lim
k→+∞
λk = +∞.
(3) The multiplicity of each λk is finite.
Proof. Let gˆ be the average Riemannian metric induced by F . The assumption implies the standard
eigenvalues λ
∆gˆ
k of gˆ is equal to
λ
∆gˆ
k = infA∈Ck
sup
u∈A
∫
M gˆ(du, du)d volgˆ∫
M u
2d volgˆ
,
which together with (3.4) furnishes λk ≥ λ
∆gˆ
k
ΛF ·C2m . Hence, λk > 0 for k ≥ 2 and λk → +∞ follow from the
spectral theory in Riemannian geometry. On the other hand, λk < +∞ (see Theorem 3.1) together with
limk→+∞ λk = +∞ implies the finiteness of the multiplicity. That is, Property (2) and (3) follow.
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Now we show Property (1). If ∂M 6= ∅, Theorem 3.2 (1) together with X =X0 yields
0 < λ1 = inf
u∈S
E(u) = inf
u∈X \{0}
E(u) = inf
u∈X0\{0}
E(u).
Now suppose ∂M = ∅. Recall λ2 > 0. Theorem 3.2 (3) yields an eigenfunction f ∈ X0\{0} corre-
sponding to λ2. Thus, λ2 = E(f) ≥ infu∈X0\{0}E(u). On the other hand, for each u ∈ X0\{0}, set
Vu = Span{1, u}. Since Au := S ∩ Vu ∈ C2,
λ2 ≤ sup
v∈Au
E(v) = E(u) =⇒ λ2 ≤ inf
u∈X0\{0}
E(u),
which concludes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. It is easy to see that Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3
directly. 
3.2. Examples of dimension pairs. In this subsection, we present some interesting dimension pairs,
especially the faithful ones. First, we introduce some notions and notations.
Let P(X ) denote the quotient space S/Z2. Thus, p : S → P(X ) is a 2-fold covering as Z2 act freely
and properly discontinuously on S. In particular, P(X ) is a normal ANR (see Proposition A.3). The
following result is trivial.
Proposition 3.1. P(X ) is homeomorphic to the projective space (X \{0})/ ∼, where u ∼ v if and only
if there exists µ 6= 0 such that u = µ · v.
Hence, we also use P(X ) to denote the projective space (X \{0})/ ∼. Moreover, given a k-dimensional
linear subspace V of X , P(V ) := p(V ∩ S) is also utilized to denote the projective space induced by V .
All the maps in this subsection are assumed to be continuous.
3.2.1. Lusternik-Schnirelmann dimension pair.
In this subsection, we construct two dimension pairs by the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category. First, we
recall the relative Lusternik-Schnirelmann (LS) category on P(X ).
Definition 3.4 ( [12, 14, 31]). Given a subset A ⊂ P(X ), the LS category of A relative to P(X ),
catP(X )(A), is the smallest possible integer value k such that A is covered by k closed sets Aj, 1 ≤ j ≤ k,
which are contractible in P(X ). If no such finite covering exists we write catP(X )(A) = +∞.
Definition 3.5. Define two optional families C α, α = 1, 2 by
C 1 := {A ⊂ S : A is closed}, C 2 := {A ⊂ S : A is compact}.
Given a closed set A ⊂ S, we define the Lusternik-Schnirelmann dimension of A by
dimLS(A) := catP(X )(p(A)),
where p : S → P(X ) is the natural projection.
Remark 3.6. It is unsuitable to use the LS category relative to S to define dimension pairs, since S is
contractible (see Proposition A.2).
Then we have the following result.
Proposition 3.2. For each α ∈ {1, 2}, (C α, dimLS) is a dimension pair.
Proof. Given any α ∈ {1, 2}, we have to show that (C α, dimLS) satisfies Properties (D1)-(D4) in Definition
3.1. Clearly, (D1) and (D2) follow from Definitions 3.4-3.5. Given a k-dimensional linear space V , since
p(V ∩S) = P(V ), dimLS(V ∩S) = catP(X )(P(V )) = k, which implies (D3). Moreover, each APH h : S → S
induces a homeomorphism H : P(X )→ P(X ), i.e., H([u]) := p◦h(u). Since catP(X )(·) is invariant under
homeomorphism (cf. Cornea et al. [12, Lemma 1.13 (5)]), one gets
dimLS(A) = catP(X )(H(p(A))) = catP(X )(p(h(A))) = dimLS(h(A)), ∀A ∈ C α.
Hence, Property (D4) holds. 
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According to Theorem 3.1, we introduce the (C α, dimLS)-spectrums, α = 1, 2.
Definition 3.6. Let (M,F, dm) be a compact FMMM. For α ∈ {1, 2}, the k-th eigenvalue of (C α, dimLS),
denoted by λLS,αk , is defined as
λLS,αk := inf
A∈CLS,αk
sup
u∈A
E(u),
where C LS,αk := {A ∈ C α : dimLS(A) ≥ k}. The collection {λLS,αk }∞k=1 is called (C α, dimLS)-spectrum.
We can estimate the LS-dimension of the eigenset.
Lemma 3.1. Let (M,F, dm) be a compact FMMM. Given α ∈ {1, 2}, if for some k ∈ N+,
0 ≤ λLS,αk = λLS,αk+1 = · · · = λLS,αk+l−1 = λ,
i.e., the multiplicity of the eigenvalue λ is l, then dimLS(Kλ) ≥ l (see (2.13)). In particular, there exist
(at least) l linearly independent eigenfunctions corresponding to eigenvalue λ. Moreover, if l > 1, then
Kλ is a infinite set.
The proof of Lemma 3.1 will be postponed until Theorem 3.5. This lemma furnishes the following
important result.
Theorem 3.4. For each α ∈ {1, 2}, (C α, dimLS) is a faithful dimension pair.
Proof. Let (M, g, d volg) be a compact Riemannian manifold endowed with the canonical Riemannian
measure. Fix α ∈ {1, 2} and k ∈ N+ arbitrarily. Due to Theorem 3.2 (2), it suffices to show λ∆k ≤ λLS,αk .
Theorem 3.2 (3) together with the spectral theory in Riemannian geometry implies that for each j with
1 ≤ j ≤ k, there exists uj ∈ C∞(M) such that E(uj) = λLS,αj and ∆uj + λLS,αj uj = 0. If λLS,αi 6= λLS,αj ,
then ∫
M
ui uj d volg = 0,
∫
M
g(∇ui,∇uj)d volg = 0, if i 6= j. (3.6)
If the multiplicity of the eigenvalue λ is l, Lemma 3.1 then yields l linearly independent eigenfunctions
{us}ls=1 corresponding to λ, which still satisfy (3.6) (since ∆ is linear). Hence, one always obtains k
eigenfunctions {uj}kj=1 such that uj ’s are mutually orthogonal (in the sense of (3.6)) and E(uj) = λLS,αj .
Now let Vk := Span{u1, . . . , uk} ⊂ X . Thus, dimC(Vk) = k and then Courant’s minimax principle
(3.5) together with (3.6) yields λ∆k ≤ supu∈Vk\{0}E(u) = λLS,αk . 
3.2.2. Krasnoselskii dimension pair.
We now use the Krasnoselskii genus to construct dimension pairs. Also refer to Ambrosio, Honda and
Portegies [1] for the spectrum defined on L2(M) by the Krasnoselskii genus, in which case the Cheeger
energy, instead of the Rayleigh quotient, is the main tool to study eigenvalues.
According to [24,31], we introduce the Krasnoselskii genus as follows.
Definition 3.7. Set G := {A ⊂ X : A is closed and A = −A}. The Krasnoselskii genus dimK : G →
N ∪ {+∞} is defined by
dimK(A) :=
 inf{m ∈ N : ∃h ∈ C
0(A;Rm\{0}), h(−u) = −h(u)},
+∞, if {m ∈ N : ∃h ∈ C0(A;Rm\{0}), h(−u) = −h(u)} = ∅.
The Krasnoselskii genus always satisfies the following properties. Refer to Struwe [31, Charpter II,
Proposition 5.2, Proposition 5.4, Observation 5.5] for the proof.
Lemma 3.2. Let A,B ∈ G and let h : X → X be a map with h(−u) = −h(u). Then the following
properties hold:
(i) dimK(A) ≥ 0 with equality if and only if A = ∅.
(ii) A ⊂ B implies dimK(A) ≤ dimK(B).
(iii) If A is a finite collection of antipodal pairs ui,−ui, then dimK(A) = 1.
(vi) Given k ∈ N+, for any k-dimensional linear space V ⊂X , dimK(S ∩ V ) = k.
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(v) dimK(A) ≤ dimK(h(A)).
(vi) dimK(A ∪B) ≤ dimK(A) + dimK(B).
(vii) If A is compact and 0 /∈ A, then dimK(A) < +∞ and there is a symmetric neighborhood O of A in
X such that O ∈ G and dimK(A) = dimK(O).
From (i)-(v) in Lemma 3.2, one easily gets the following result.
Proposition 3.3. Define two optional families Dα, α = 1, 2 by
D1 := {A ⊂ S : A is closed and A = −A}, D2 := {A ⊂ S : A is compact and A = −A}.
Then for each α ∈ {1, 2}, (Dα, dimK) is a dimension pair.
Thus, we can define the corresponding spectrums by Theorem 3.1.
Definition 3.8. Let (M,F, dm) be a compact FMMM. For α ∈ {1, 2}, the k-th eigenvalue of (Dα, dimK),
denoted by λK,αk , is defined as
λK,αk := inf
A∈DK,αk
sup
u∈A
E(u),
where DK,αk := {A ∈ Dα : dimK(A) ≥ k}. The collection {λK,αk }∞k=1 is called (Dα, dimK)-spectrum.
In order to point out an important relation between the (C α, dimLS)-spectrum and the (D
α, dimK)-
spectrum, we need the following result.
Lemma 3.3 (Fadell [14, Theorem, (3), p.34]). Let E denote any contractible paracompact free G-space,
where G is a compact Lie group. Let Σ denote the collection of closed, invariant subsets of E and set
B = E/G. Then for any A ∈ Σ, we have
catB(A/G) = G-genus A.
In particular, if G = Z2, G-genus is exactly the Krasnoselskii genus.
Theorem 3.5. For any compact FMMM, we always have
λLS,αk = λ
K,α
k , ∀α ∈ {1, 2}, ∀ k ∈ N+.
In particular, dimLS(A) = dimK(A) for any A ∈ Dα.
Proof. According to Propositions A.2 and 2.3, S is a contractible, paracompact and Z2-free space. Fix
α ∈ {1, 2} and k ∈ N+ arbitrarily. Given A ∈ DK,αk , A is Z2-invariant and p(A) = A/Z2. Thus, Theorem
3.3 yields (by setting E := S and G := Z2)
dimLS(A) = catP(X )(p(A)) = dimK(A) ≥ k,
which implies A ∈ C LS,αk and hence, λLS,αk ≤ λK,αk .
On the other hand, for any A ∈ C LS,αk , set A′ := A ∪ −A. Theorem 3.3 yields
dimK(A
′) = catP(X )(A′/Z2) = catP(X )(p(A)) = dimLS(A) ≥ k,
which implies A′ ∈ DK,αk . Since F is reversible, we have
λK,αk ≤ sup
u∈A′
E(u) = sup
u∈A
E(u) =⇒ λK,αk ≤ λLS,αk ,
which concludes the proof. 
According to Theorem 3.5, we give an simple proof of Lemma 3.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Due to Theorem 3.5, it suffices to show that Lemma 3.1 holds for the Krasnoselskii
dimension pairs.
Fix α ∈ {1, 2}. Since F is reversible and Kλ is compact (see Lemma 2.4), we have Kλ ∈ Dα. And
Lemma 3.2 (vii) yields a symmetric neighborhood O of Kλ with dimK(O) = dimK(Kλ) < +∞. Set  = 1
and let 0 (resp., Φ(·, t)) be the constant (resp., the family of APH’s) in Homotopy Lemma (Lemma 2.6).
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By the assumption of λ, one can choose A ∈ Dα with dimK(A) ≥ k + l − 1 and supu∈AE(u) < λ + 0.
Homotopy Lemma together with the min-max principle (Theorem 3.1) then yields
Φ(A, 1) ⊂ Eλ−0 ∪O, dimK(Eλ−0) ≤ k − 1.
Now it follows from Lemma 3.2 (vi) that
dimK(Kλ) = dimK(O) ≥ dimK(Eλ−0 ∪O)− dimK(Eλ−0)
≥ dimK(Φ(A, 1))− k + 1 = dimK(A)− k + 1 ≥ l.
Secondly, recall that (X , (·, ·)) is a complete Hilbert space, where (·, ·) is defined by (3.2). In particular,
Kλ is still compact with dimK(Kλ) ≥ l in (X , (·, ·)). Now let {u1, . . . , us} be a maximal set of mutually
orthogonal vectors in Kλ, set V := span{u1, . . . , us} ≈ Rs, and let pi : X → V be orthogonal projection
onto V . Since h := pi|Kλ : Kλ → Rs\{0} is a map with h(−u) = −h(u), we have s ≥ dimK(Kλ) ≥ l. The
cardinality ]Kλ = +∞ follows from Lemma 3.2 (iii) directly. 
Theorem 3.5 together with Theorem 3.4 then yields the following result immediately.
Theorem 3.6. For each α ∈ {1, 2}, (Dα, dimK) is a faithful dimension pair.
3.2.3. Essential dimension pair.
Inspired by Gromov [16], we utilize the essential dimension to define dimension pairs. In the following,
a subset A ⊂ P(X ) is said to be contractible in P(X ) onto a subset B ⊂ P(X ) if there exists a map
h : A× [0, 1]→ P(X ) with h(·, 0) = IdA and h(A, 1) = B. For simplicity, such an h is called a homotopy.
Definition 3.9 (Gromov [16]). Given a closed set A ⊂ P(X ) and A 6= ∅, the essential dimension of A
is defined by
ess(A) :=the smallest integer i such that A is contractible in P(X ) onto
a subset B ⊂ P(X ) with dimC(B) = i,
And set ess(∅) := −1.
Lemma 3.4. Given any closed subsets A,B ⊂ S, then we have
(i) dimES(A) ≥ 0 with equality if and only if A = ∅.
(ii) If A ⊂ B, then dimES(A) ≤ dimES(B).
(iii) dimES(A ∪B) ≤ dimES(A) + dimES(B).
(iv) For any APH h : S → S, dimES(A) = dimES(h(A)).
(v) Given k ∈ N+, for any k-dimensional linear space V ⊂X , dimES(V ∩ S) = k.
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from the definition directly and (iii) follows from Gromov [16, 0.4B1], i.e., for
any A,B ⊂ P(X ), ess(A ∪B) ≤ ess(A) + ess(B) + 1.
We now prove (iv). Set H([u]) := p ◦ h(u). It is easy to check that H : P(X ) → P(X ) is a
homeomorphism with H ◦ p = p ◦ h. Thus, since ess is invariant under homeomorphisms, we get
dimES(h(A)) = ess(H(p(A))) + 1 = ess(p(A)) + 1 = dimES(A).
And (v) follows from ess(P(V )) = dimC(P(V )) = k − 1 (cf. [16, 0.4B (v)]) directly. 
Now we introduce essential dimension pairs.
Definition 3.10. Let C α, α = 1, 2 be two optional families, i.e.,
C 1 := {A ⊂ S : A is closed}, C 2 := {A ⊂ S : A is compact}.
Given a closed set A ⊂ S, we define the essential dimension of A by
dimES(A) := ess(p(A)) + 1.
Lemma 3.4 yields the following result immediately.
Proposition 3.4. For each α ∈ {1, 2}, (C α, dimES) is a dimension pair.
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Definition 3.11. Let (M,F, dm) be a compact FMMM. For α ∈ {1, 2}, the k-th eigenvalue of (C α, dimES),
denoted by λES,αk , is defined as
λES,αk := inf
A∈CES,αk
sup
u∈A
E(u),
where CES,αk := {A ∈ C α : dimES(A) ≥ k}. The collection {λES,αk }∞k=1 is called (C α, dimES)-spectrum.
Now we show the following result.
Theorem 3.7. For each α ∈ {1, 2}, (C α, dimES) is a faithful dimension pair.
Proof. Fix α ∈ {1, 2} and let (M, g, d volg) be a compact Riemnannian manifold equipped with the
canonical Riemannian measure. Due to Theorem 3.2, it suffices to show λ∆k ≤ λES,αk . The proof is divided
into two steps.
Step 1. Let λ be an eigenvalue of (C α, dimES). We claim that there exists an open neighbourhood O of
the eigenset Kλ in S such that dimES(O) = dimES(Kλ) < +∞.
In fact, since the metric is Riemannian, the eigenspace of λ, say Vλ, is a (finite) s-dimensional linear
space which is spanned by the eigenfunctions u1, . . . , us satisfying (3.6). Since ∆ is linear, Kλ = S ∩ Vλ
and hence, Lemma 3.4 (v) yields dimES(Kλ) = s.
Recall that (X , (·, ·)) is a separable Hilbert space (see (3.2)). For a fixed  ∈ (1/4, 1/2), define
O′ := {u+ ρ : u ∈ Vλ, ρ ∈ V ⊥λ ,
√
(ρ, ρ) < } ⊂X .
Clearly, using a complete orthonormal basis, it is easy to check that O′ is an open neighbourhood of Vλ
in X . Thus, O′ ∩ S is a open neighbourhood of Kλ in S. In the sequel, we show dimES(O′ ∩ S) = s, i.e.,
O′ ∩ S is exactly O in the claim.
Note that for each v ∈ O′ ∩ S, the expression v = u + ρ is unique, where u ∈ Vλ\{0}, ρ ∈ V ⊥λ with√
(ρ, ρ) < . Hence, we can define a homotopy H : (O′ ∩ S)× [0, 1]→ S by
H(u+ ρ, t) :=
u+ (1− t)ρ
‖u+ (1− t)ρ‖L2
.
Since H(−v, t) = −H(v, t), H induces a homotopy H ′ : p(O′ ∩ S)× [0, 1]→ P(X ) by
H ′(p(v), t) := p ◦H(v, t), for v ∈ O′ ∩ S, t ∈ [0, 1],
which implies p(O′ ∩ S) is contractible onto p(Kλ). Since p(O′ ∩ S) ⊃ p(Kλ), Lemma 3.4 together with
Definition 3.9 yields
ess(p(Kλ)) ≤ ess(p(O′ ∩ S)) ≤ ess(p(Kλ)) = s− 1 =⇒ dimES(O′ ∩ S) = s.
So the claim is true (O := O′ ∩ S).
Step 2. Suppose that for some i ∈ N+, λES,αi = λES,αi+1 = · · · = λES,αi+l−1 = λ, i.e., the multiplicity of the
eigenvalue λ is l. Using the open neighbourhood O of Kλ constructed in Step 1 and the same argument in
the proof of Lemma 3.1, one can easily show dimES(Kλ) ≥ l. By recalling the reason for dimES(Kλ) = s
in Step 1, we get l linearly independent eigenfunctions ui’s corresponding to λ. Now the rest of the proof
is the same as that of Theorem 3.4. 
We have shown that the (C α, dimLS)-spectrum is exactly the (D
α, dimK)-spectrum (see Theorem 3.5).
In order to investigate the relationship between the (C α, dimES)-spectrum and the (C
α, dimLS)-spectrum,
we need the following facts. See Cornea et al. [12, Remark 1.12, Lemma 1.13] for the proofs.
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a normal ANR. For any closed subset A ⊂ X, we have
(1) catX(A)− 1 ≤ dimC(A).
(2) For any homotopy h : A× I → X, catX(A) ≤ catX(h(A, 1)).
Remark 3.7. The LS-category defined in [12] is smaller than the one in Definition 3.4 by 1. So the first
statement in [12] reads: catX(A) ≤ dimC(A). And the homotopy we define before is called a deformation
in [12].
Now we have the following result.
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Theorem 3.8. For any k ∈ N+, we have
min{λLS,1k , λES,1k } ≤ λES,2k ≤ λLS,2k .
Proof. It suffices to show λES,2k ≤ λLS,2k . Given A ∈ C LS,2k , let B be the homotopic image of p(A) with
dimC(B) = ess(p(A)). Note that B is compact (closed) and P(X ) is a normal ANR (see Proposition
A.3). Then Lemma 3.5 (1) yields
dimES(A) = dimC(B) + 1 ≥ catP(X )(B).
On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 3.5 (2) that
catP(X )(B) ≥ catP(X )(p(A)) = dimLS(A).
Hence, dimES(A) ≥ dimLS(A) ≥ k and A ∈ CES,2k , which implies λES,2k ≤ λLS,2k . 
3.2.4. Lebesgue covering dimension pair.
Definition 3.12. Let C α, α = 1, 2 be two optional families, i.e.,
C 1 := {A ⊂ S : A is closed}, C 2 := {A ⊂ S : A is compact}.
Given a closed set A ⊂ S, we define the modified Lebesgue covering dimension of A by
dimMC(A) :=
 dimC(A) + 1, if A 6= ∅,
0, if A = ∅.
Since X is a separable metric space, dimC(A) = ind(A) for any subset A ⊂ S ⊂ X , where ind(·)
denotes the (small) inductive dimension. Thus, it is easy to show the following result.
Lemma 3.6. Given α ∈ {1, 2}, let A,B ∈ C α and h : S → S be an homeomorphism. Then we have
(i) dimMC(A) ≥ 0 with equality if and only if A = ∅.
(ii) If A ⊂ B, then dimMC(A) ≤ dimMC(B).
(iii) dimMC(A ∪B) ≤ dimMC(A) + dimMC(B).
(iv) dimMC(A) = dimMC(h(A)).
(v) Given k ∈ N+, for any k-dimensional linear space V ⊂X , dimMC(S ∩ V ) = k.
Thus, (C α, dimMC), α = 1, 2 are dimension pairs. Hence, we can define (C
α, dimMC)-spectrum as
before. Given k ∈ N+, set
λMC,αk := inf
A∈CMC,αk
sup
u∈A
E(u),
where CMC,αk := {A ∈ C α : dimMC(A) ≥ k}.
Proposition 3.5. For each α ∈ {1, 2}, λMC,αk = λMC,α1 for any k ∈ N+. Hence, (C α, dimMC) is not
faithful.
Proof. Let (M, g, d volg) be a compact Riemannian manifold equipped with the canonical Riemannian
measure. Fix α ∈ {1, 2}. Theorem 3.2 (1) implies λMC,α1 = λ∆1 . For k ≥ 2, let ui ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , k be
the eigenfunctions corresponding to λ∆i with (3.6). Set Wk := Span{u1, . . . , uk}. Let (cosα1, . . . , cosαk)
denote the direction cosines of a vector in (Wk, (·, ·)L2) with respect to {ui}, i.e., cosαi := (·, ui)L2/‖ · ‖L2 ,
where (·, ·)L2 is defined in (3.1). Set
An :=
{
k∑
i=1
cosαi · ui : − pi
2n
≤ α1 ≤ pi
2n
}
.
Clearly, An ∈ CMC,αk and hence,
λMC,α1 ≤ λMC,αk ≤ sup
u∈An
E(u) ≤ cos2 α1 · λ∆1 + sin2 α1 · λ∆k → λ∆1 = λMC,α1 , as n→ +∞,
which implies λMC,α1 = · · · = λMC,αk . Hence, limk→+∞ λMC,αk 6= +∞ and the proposition follows. 
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4. Upper bounds for eigenvalues
Let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional complete FMMM and let (C , dim) be a dimension pair. Given
r0 > 0 and p ∈ M , (Bp(r0), F, dm) is an n-dimensional compact FMMM and the corresponding Banach
spaceX is denoted byX (Bp(r0)). Now denote by λ1(Bp(r0)) the first eigenvalue with respect to (C , dim)
on (Bp(r0), F, dm). According to Theorem 3.2 (1), one has
λ1(Bp(r0)) = inf
u∈X (Bp(r0))\{0}
E(u).
On the other hand, given N ∈ [n,+∞), let BNK (r0) denote a geodesic ball with radius r0 in the
N -dimensional Riemannnian space form of constant sectional curvature K, and let λ∆1 (B
N
K (r0)) be the
standard first eigenvalue of the Laplacian on the compact Riemannian manifold BNK (r0).
Inspired by Cheng [10], we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Given N ∈ [n,+∞), let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional complete FMMM with RicN ≥
(N − 1)K. Then for every dimension pair (C , dim), we have
λ1(Bp(r0)) ≤ λ∆1 (BNK (r0)), ∀ p ∈M.
Proof. Let ϕ be a nonnegative eigenfunction corresponding to λ∆1 (B
N
K (r0)), which is always a racial
function. Let r(x) := dF (p, x). Thus, f(x) := ϕ ◦ r(x) ∈X (Bp(r0)).
On the other hand, let S(Bp(r0)) := {u ∈ X (Bp(r0)) : ‖u‖L2 = 1}. Clearly, A := {±f/‖f‖L2} ⊂
S(Bp(r0)). Since dim(A) ≥ 1, Theorem 3.1 yields
λ1(Bp(r0)) ≤
∫
Bp(r0)
F ∗2(df) dm∫
Bp(r0)
f2 dm
. (4.1)
Let (r, y) be the polar coordinate system at p and set a(y) := min{iy, r0} for any y ∈ SpM . Thus,
f(r, y) := f(x) = ϕ(r) and ∂f/∂r = dϕ/dr < 0. Moreover, since F ∗(dr) = 1 (cf. Shen [30]), (2.6) yields∫
Bp(r0)
f2 dm =
∫
SpM
dνp(y)
∫ a(y)
0
ϕ2(r) σˆp(r, y)dr, (4.2)∫
Bp(r0)
F ∗2(df) dm =
∫
SpM
dνp(y)
∫ a(y)
0
(
dϕ
dr
)2
σˆp(r, y)dr. (4.3)
On the other hand, a direct calculation furnishes∫ a(y)
0
(
dϕ
dr
)2
σˆp(r, y)dr = ϕ
dϕ
dr
σˆp(r, y)
∣∣∣∣a(y)
0
−
∫ a(y)
0
ϕ
σˆp(r, y)
∂
∂r
[
dϕ
dr
σˆp(r, y)
]
σˆp(r, y)dr. (4.4)
And (2.7) together with Lemma 2.3 and dϕ/dr < 0 implies
1
σˆp(r, y)
∂
∂r
[
dϕ
dr
σˆp(r, y)
]
=
d2ϕ
dr2
+
dϕ
dr
· ∂
∂r
log σˆp(r, y)
≥d
2ϕ
dr2
+
dϕ
dr
· d
dr
(
log sN−1K (r)
)
= −λ∆1 (BNK (r0)) · ϕ,
which combines with (4.4) and (2.8) yields∫ a(y)
0
(
dϕ
dr
)2
σˆp(r, y)dr ≤ λ∆1 (BNK (r0))
∫ a(y)
0
ϕ2(r) σˆp(r, y)dr.
Integrating the above inequality over SpM , by (4.2) and (4.3), one gets∫
Bp(r0)
F ∗2(df) dm ≤ λ∆1 (BNK (r0))
∫
Bp(r0)
f2 dm, (4.5)
which together with (4.1) concludes the proof. 
According to Kronwith [23], we introduce convex Finsler manifolds.
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Definition 4.1. Let (M,F ) be a complete reversible Finsler manifold and let C be a subset in M . C is
called convex, if for any p, q ∈ C, there exists a minimal geodesic in M from p to q, which is contained
in C.
An n-dimensional compact reversible Finsler manifold M (with or without boundary) is said to be
convex if there are an n-dimensional complete reversible Finsler manifold W and an isometric imbedding
i : M ↪→W such that i(M) is a convex subset of W .
Now we have the following estimate.
Theorem 4.1. Given N ∈ [n,+∞), K ∈ R and d > 0, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional compact
convex FMMM with RicN ≥ (N − 1)K and diam(M) = d. Thus, for any dimension pair (C , dim), the
corresponding spectrum satisfies
λk ≤ λ∆1
(
BNK
(
d
2k
))
, ∀k ∈ N+.
Hence, there exists a positive constant C = C(N) only dependent on N such that
λk ≤ (N − 1)
2
4
|K|+ C(N)
(
k
d
)2
, ∀ k ∈ N+.
Proof. Choose k distinct points {pi}ki=1 in M such that Bi := Bpi(d/(2k))’s are piecewise disjoint. Let
ri(x) := dF (pi, x) and let ϕ be the first eigenfunction corresponding to λ
∆
1 (B
N
K (d/(2k))). Now we define
k functions fi, i = 1, . . . k on M by
fi(x) :=
 ϕ ◦ ri(x), if x ∈ Bi;
0, if x ∈M\Bi.
Clearly, fi ∈X . Set Vk := Span{f1, . . . , fk}. Since dim(Vk ∩ S) ≥ k, Theorem 3.1 furnishes
λk ≤ sup
u∈Vk∩S
E(u) = sup
u∈Vk\{0}
E(u). (4.6)
On the other hand, since supp(fi) ⊂ Bi are piecewise disjoint, for any u =
∑k
i=1 aifi ∈ Vk (ai’s are
constants), (4.5) then yields∫
M
F ∗2(du)dm =
∫
M
k∑
i,j=1
ai aj gdu(dfi, dfj)dm =
k∑
i=1
a2i
∫
Bi
F ∗2(dfi)dm
≤λ∆1
(
BNK
(
d
2k
)) k∑
i=1
a2i
∫
Bi
f2i dm = λ
∆
1
(
BNK
(
d
2k
))∫
M
u2dm,
which together with (4.6) concludes the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since a closed reversible Finsler manifold is always compact and convex, Theorem
1.2 follows from Theorem 4.1 immediately. 
5. Lower bounds for eigenvalues
In this section, we study the lower bounds for eigenvalues of a faithful dimension pair (C , dim) on
a closed FMMM (M,F, dm). In view of Theorem 3.2, the first eigenvalue of (C , dim) is always zero.
For convenience, we use λk to denote the k-th positive eigenvalue of (C , dim), i.e., λ¯k is the (k + 1)-th
eigenvalue (see Theorem 3.3).
Also note that it is impossible to estimate the lower bounds for eigenvalues of a unfaithful dimension
pair, since there exists an example such that all the eigenvalues are zero (see Proposition 3.5).
5.1. General faithful dimension pairs. In this subsection, we study the lower bounds of eigenvalues of
a general faithful dimension pair by means of the Ricci curvature Ric, the distortion τ and the uniformity
constant ΛF (see Section 2.1).
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5.1.1. Dirichlet region and Cheeger’s constant. We extend the concepts of Dirichlet region (cf. Buser [5])
and Cheeger’s constant (cf. Cheeger [8]) to Finsler geometry, which play an important role in this
subsection.
Definition 5.1. Let (M,F ) be a closed reversible Finsler manifold. Given r > 0, a sequence of points
{pi}mi=1 is called a complete r-package if {Bpi(r)}mi=1 is a maximal family of disjoint r-balls in (M,F ).
The Dirichlet regions corresponding to a complete r-package {pi} is defined as
Di := {q ∈M : d(pi, q) ≤ d(pj , q), for all j = 1, . . . ,m}, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Let D be a domain and let p ∈ M . D is called starlike with respect to p if each minimizing geodesic
from p to an arbitrary q ∈ D is always contained in D. Now we have the following lemma, whose proof
will be given in Appendix A.2.
Lemma 5.1. Let {Di}mi=1 be the Dirichlet regions corresponding to {pi}mi=1 defined as in Definition 5.1.
Then {Di}mi=1 is a covering of M with m(Di∩Dj) = 0 for any i 6= j. In particular, for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
Bpi (r) ⊂ Di ⊂ Bpi(2r), m(int(Di)) = m(Di) and int(Di) is starlike with respect to pi, where int(Di)
denotes the interior of Di;
In the section, let CapM (r) denote the maximum number of disjoint r-balls in M and let CovM (r)
denote the minimum number of r-balls it takes to cover M . Given a complete r-package {pi}mi=1, it is easy
to see
m = CapM (r) ≤ CovM (r) ≤ CapM
(r
2
)
, (5.1)
Let i : Γ↪→M be a smooth hypersurface embedded in (M,F, dm). For each x ∈ Γ, there exist a 1-form
ω(x) ∈ T ∗xM satisfying i∗(ω(x)) = 0 and F ∗(ω(x)) = 1. Then n(x) := L−1(ω±(x)) is a unit normal vector
on Γ. The induced measure on Γ is defined by dA = i∗(ncdm) (cf. Shen [30]). The Cheeger’s constant
can be defined in the Finsler setting. See [18,30,32,34], etc., for more details.
Definition 5.2. Let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional complete FMMM. Given an open subset D ⊂ M ,
its Cheeger’s constant h(D) is defined by
h(D) = inf
Γ
A(Γ)
min{m(D1),m(D2)} ,
where Γ varies over compact (n − 1)-dimensional submanifolds of M which divide D into disjoint open
subsets D1, D2 of D with common boundary ∂D1 ∩ ∂D2 = Γ.
A standard median argument together with the co-area formula (cf. Shen [30, Theorem 3.3.1]) yields
the following result immediately.
Lemma 5.2. Let D ⊂M be an open subset of M . Then
inf
{f∈C∞(M): f |D 6=0, ∫D fdm=0}
∫
D F
∗2(df)dm∫
D f
2dm
≥ 1
4
h
2(D).
Inspired by Buser [5], we have the following Buser type estimate. Since the proof is similar to the
original one and quite long, we prove it in Appendix A.3.
Lemma 5.3. Given K ≤ 0 and Θ ≥ 1, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional complete FMMM with
Ric ≥ (n− 1)K, |τ | ≤ log Θ.
Suppose that D ⊂M is a starlike open set with respect to a point p such that Bp(r) ⊂ D ⊂ Bp(R). Then
h(D) ≥ C
1+
√
|K|R
Θ4
rn−1
Rn
,
where C = C(n) < 1 is a positive constant only dependent on n.
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5.1.2. Gromov type estimate.
Lemma 5.4. Given Θ ≥ 1, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed FMMM with |τ | ≤ log Θ. Then
for any faithful dimension pair (C , dim), the k-th positive eigenvalue satisfies
λk ≥ 1
Λ2n+2F Θ
4
sup
{ui}ki=1∈L2(M)
inf
{f∈X : (f,ui)L2=0}
E(f), (5.2)
where supremum over any set of k functions {ui}ki=1 ∈ L2(M), infimum over all function f which are
perpendicular to ui in the sense that (ui, f)L2 :=
∫
M uifdm = 0 and ΛF is the the uniformity constant.
Proof. The proof is divided into two steps.
Step 1. In this step, we show (
Λ
n
2
FΘ
)−1
d volgˆ ≤ dm ≤ Λ
n
2
FΘ d volgˆ, (5.3)
where d volgˆ is the canonical Riemannian measure induced by the average Riemannian metric gˆ.
In order to do this, choose a local coordinate system (xi) around an arbitrary point x and write
dm := σ(x) dx1 · · · dxn, d volgˆ :=
√
det gˆ(x) dx1 · · · dxn.
Now we estimate f(x) := σ(x)√
det gˆ(x)
. For any y ∈ SxM , express
f(x) =
σ(x)√
det g(x, y)
√
det g(x, y)√
det gˆ(x)
= e−τ(y)
√
det g(x, y)
det gˆ(x)
.
Select a gˆ-orthonormal basis {Ei} at x such that each Ei is an eigenvector of (gij(x, y)). Thus, (2.2)
implies
Λ
−n
2
F ≤
√
det g(x, y)
det gˆ(x)
≤ Λ
n
2
F =⇒
(
Λ
n
2
FΘ
)−1
≤ f(x) ≤ Λ
n
2
FΘ,
which furnishes (5.3).
Step 2. In this step, we show (5.2). Theorem 3.1 together with (5.3) and Definition 3.3 yields
λk = inf
A∈Ck+1
sup
u∈A
E(u) ≥ 1
Λn+1F Θ
2
inf
A∈Ck+1
sup
u∈A
∫
M gˆ(du, du)d volgˆ∫
M u
2d volgˆ
=
λ
∆gˆ
k
Λn+1F Θ
2
, (5.4)
where λ
∆gˆ
k denote the k-th positive eigenvalue of (M, gˆ, d volgˆ), i.e., λ
∆gˆ
k = λ
∆gˆ
k+1.
On the other hand, the max-min theorem in Riemanian geometry (cf. Chavel [7, p.17]) together with
(5.3) yields
λ
∆gˆ
k ≥ sup
{ui}ki=1∈L2(M)
inf
{f∈X : (f,ui)L2=0}
∫
M gˆ(df, df)d volgˆ∫
M f
2d volgˆ
≥ 1
Λn+1F Θ
2
sup
{ui}ki=1∈L2(M)
inf
{f∈X : (f,ui)L2=0}
E(f),
which combines with (5.4) yields (5.2). 
Now we have a Gromov type estimate.
Theorem 5.1. Given K ≤ 0, Θ ≥ 1 and d > 0, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed FMMM with
Ric ≥ (n− 1)K, |τ | ≤ log Θ, diam(M) = d.
Then there is a positive constant C1 = C1(n) such that for any faithful dimension pair (C , dim), the k-th
positive eigenvalue satisfies
λk ≥ C
1+d
√
|K|
1
Λ2n+2F Θ
14 · d2 k
2
n , ∀ k ∈ N+,
where ΛF is the uniformity constant.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume K = −1. Given any ε > 0, let {pi}mi=1 be a complete
ε-package and let {Di}mi=1 be the Dirichlet regions. Denote by ui the characteristic function of Di. For
each f ∈X with (f, ui)L2 = 0, i = 1, . . . ,m, Lemma 5.1 together with Lemma 5.2 yields∫
M
F ∗2(df)dm =
m∑
i=1
∫
int(Di)
F ∗2(df)dm ≥
m∑
i=1
h
2(int(Di))
4
∫
int(Di)
f2dm
≥1
4
min
1≤i≤m
h
2 (int(Di))
m∑
i=1
∫
int(Di)
f2dm =
1
4
min
1≤i≤m
h
2 (int(Di))
∫
M
f2dm,
which combines with Lemma 5.4 furnishes
λm ≥ min{h
2(int(Di)), i = 1, . . . ,m}
4Λ2n+2F Θ
4
.
Now (5.1) implies m = CapM (ε) ≤ CovM (ε) =: k. And Lemma 5.1 yields Bpi(ε) ⊂ Di ⊂ Bpi(2ε), if 0 < ε ≤
d
2 ,
Bpi(ε) ⊂ Di ⊂ Bpi(d), if ε ≥ d2 ,
which together with Lemma 5.3 yields a positive constant C1 = C1(n) < 1 such that
λk ≥ λm ≥ C
1+d
1
Λ2n+2F Θ
12
1
ε2
, ∀ ε > 0. (5.5)
On the other hand, Lemma 2.2 (2) yields
k = CovM (ε) ≤ Θ2 Vn,−1 (d)
Vn,−1
(
ε
2
) , ∀ 0 < ε ≤ d.
Hence, there is a positive number C2 = C2(n) such that ε ≤ C2 Θ
2
n d ed k−
1
n , if 0 < ε ≤ d;
k = 1, if ε ≥ d,
which together with (5.5) yields
λk ≥ C
1+d
1
Λ2n+2F Θ
14 · d2k
2
n , ∀ k ∈ N+.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. According to Lemma 2.1, Theorem 1.3 follows from Theorem 5.1 directly. 
5.1.3. Buser type estimate. In order to give a Buser type lower bounds of eigenvalues, we need the following
Croke type inequality.
Lemma 5.5 (Zhao et al. [34]). Let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed FMMM, where dm is either
the Busemann-Hausdorff measure or the Holmes-Thompson measure. Then there is a positive constant
C = C(n) only dependent on n such that for any p ∈M , we have
m (Bp(r)) ≥ C
Λ5n
2
F
rn, ∀ 0 < r < iM
2
.
Now we have the following estimate.
Theorem 5.2. Let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed FMMM, where dm is either the Busemann-
Hausdorff measure or the Holmes-Thompson measure. Given K ≤ 0 and V > 0, suppose
Ric ≥ (n− 1)K, m(M) = V.
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Then there exist two positive constants C2 = C2(n) and C3 = C3(n) such that for any faithful dimension
pair (C , dim), we have
λk ≥

C2
Λ18n
2
F
i
2(n−1)
M
(
k
V
)2
, if k ≤ C3 Λ5n2F VinM ,
C2
Λ25nF
(
k
V
) 2
n , if k > C3 Λ
5n2
F
V
inM
.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume K = −1. The proof is divided into two steps.
Step 1. Given ε > 0, let {pi}mi=1 be a complete ε-package, where m = CapM (ε). Now we show
m = m(ε) ≤

Λ5n
2
F V
C εn , if ε ≤ iM/2,
2n+1 Λ5n
2
F V
C in−1M ε
, if ε > iM/2,
(5.6)
where C = C(n) is defined in Lemma 5.5.
Case 1. If ε ≤ iM/2, then Lemma 5.5 yields
m(Bpi(ε)) ≥
C
Λ5n
2
F
εn =⇒ m = m(ε) ≤ Λ
5n2
F V
C εn
.
Case 2. Suppose ε > iM/2. We claim that each Bpi(ε) contains at least b εiM + 12c disjoint iM/2-balls,
where bac denotes the greatest integer ≤ a. In fact, choose any x ∈ ∂Bpi(ε), let γ(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 be a unit
speed minimal geodesic from pi = γ(0) to x = γ(1). Choose a sequence {ql := γ(tl)}sl=1 on γ such that
(1) 0 < t1 < t2 < · · · < ts < 1;
(2) d(qs, x) = d(γ(ts), γ(1)) = iM/2 < ε;
(3) d(ql, ql+1) = d(γ(tl), γ(tl+1)) = iM , for l = 1, . . . , s− 1;
(4) 0 < d(pi, q1) = d(γ(0), γ(t1)) ≤ iM .
By the definition, it is easy to see that
s = 1 +
⌊
ε− iM2
iM
⌋
≥
⌊
ε
iM
+
1
2
⌋
, d(pi, qs) = ε− iM
2
.
Thus, for any x ∈ Bql( iM2 ), one has
d(pi, x) ≤ d(pi, ql) + d(ql, x) ≤ d(pi, qs) + d(ql, x) < ε,
which implies Bql(iM/2) ⊂ Bpi(ε). And the triangle inequality implies that Bql(iM/2)’s, 1 ≤ l ≤ s are
disjoint. Hence, the claim is true and therefore, Lemma 5.5 yields
m(Bpi(ε)) ≥ s · min
1≤l≤s
m
(
Bql
(
iM
2
))
≥ C i
n−1
M ε
2n+1Λ5n
2
F
,
and
m = m(ε) ≤ m(M)
minim(Bpi(ε))
≤ 2
n+1 Λ5n
2
F V
C in−1M ε
.
Step 2. Let C = C(n) be defined in Lemma 5.5 and set
ε(k) :=

2n+1Λ5n
2
F V
C in−1M k
, if k ≤ 2n+2Λ5n
2
F V
C inM
,(
Λ5n
2
F V
C k
) 1
n
, if k >
2n+2Λ5n
2
F V
C inM
.
(5.7)
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It is easy to check that 
ε(k) ≥ iM2 , if k ≤
2n+2Λ5n
2
F V
C inM
,
ε(k) < iM2 , if k >
2n+2Λ5n
2
F V
C inM
,
which together with (5.6) furnishes m(ε(k)) ≤ k, for any k ∈ N+.
On the other hand, an argument similar to the one of (5.5) together with Lemma 2.1 yields
λk ≥ λm(ε(k)) ≥
C ′1+ε(k)
Λ14n+2F
1
ε2(k)
≥ C
′
Λ14n+2F
1
ε2(k)
,
where C ′ = C ′(n) < 1 is a positive constant. The theorem follows from the above inequality and (5.7). 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Theorem 1.4 is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.2. 
5.2. Lusternik-Schnirelmann dimension pair. In this section, we investigate the Lusternik-Schnirelmann
spectrum and give better estimates on the lower bounds of the corresponding eigenvalues. See Section
3.2.1 for the details of the Lusternik-Schnirelmann spectrum.
5.2.1. Counting function. In this section, we introduce the counting function of a dimension pair.
Definition 5.3. Let (C , dim) be a dimension pair. Given λ > 0, the counting function corresponding to
(C , dim) is defined by
N(λ) := sup
{
dim(A) : A ∈ C , sup
u∈A
E(u) < λ
}
.
The relation between the counting function and the spectrum of a dimension pair is as follows.
Lemma 5.6. Let (C , dim) be a dimension pair. For any λ ∈ (0,+∞), we have
(1) If N(λ) ≤ k for some k ∈ N+, then
λN(λ) < λ ≤ λN(λ)+1 ≤ λk+1.
(2) Suppose λk ≥ f(k) for any k ∈ N+, where f is a strictly increasing nonnegative function. Thus,
N(λ) <
⌊
f−1(λ)
⌋
+ 1.
Proof. (1) It suffices to show λk < λ ≤ λk+1 if N(λ) = k. According to Definition 5.3, there exists B ∈ C
such that supu∈B E(u) < λ and k = dim(B). Then Theorem 3.1 implies
λk = inf
A∈Ck
sup
u∈A
E(u) ≤ sup
u∈B
E(u) < λ.
On the other hand, if λk+1 < λ, then N(λ) ≥ k + 1, which is a contradiction. Therefore, λk < λ ≤ λk+1
as asserted.
(2) We first claim that N(f(k)) < k. In fact, if N(f(k)) ≥ k, then there exists A ∈ Ck with λk ≤
supu∈AE(u) < f(k), which is a contradiction. Hence, the claim is true. For any λ > 0, since λ <
f(bf−1(λ)c+ 1), the claim implies N(λ) ≤ N(f(bf−1(λ)c+ 1)) < bf−1(λ)c+ 1. 
Lemma 5.7. Given a compact FMMM, for any α ∈ {1, 2}, we always have
mαLS(k) = m
α
K(k),
NαLS(λ) = N
α
K(λ), ∀λ ∈ (0,+∞),
mαLS(k) ≤ NαLS(λLS,αk + ), ∀ > 0.
where mαLS(k) (resp., m
α
K(k)) denotes the multiplicity of the k-th eigenvalue of (C
α, dimLS) (resp.,
(Dα, dimK)) while N
α
LS (resp., N
α
K) denotes the counting function corresponding to (C
α, dimLS) (resp.,
(Dα, dimK)).
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.5 that mαK(k) = m
α
LS(k) and N
α
K(λ) = N
α
LS(λ). On the other hand,
suppose that the multiplicity of the k-th eigenvalue λ := λLS,αk is l. According to Lemma 3.1, there is a
compact set Kλ ⊂ S with dimLS(Kλ) ≥ l and supu∈Kλ E(u) = λ. This implies mαLS(k) = l ≤ dimLS(Kλ) ≤
NαLS(λ+ ). 
5.2.2. A Gromov type estimate. In order to estimate the lower bounds for the Lusternik-Schnirelmann
eigenvalues, we need some results concerned with the weighted Ricci curvature. First, Lemma 2.3 yields
the following estimate immediately.
Lemma 5.8. Given N ∈ [n,+∞), K ≤ 0 and d > 0, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed FMMM
with RicN ≥ (N − 1)K and diam(M) = d. Given r > 0, let {pi}mi=1 be a complete r-package. Then we
have
(1) The number m is controlled by
m = CapM (r) ≤ max
{
e(N−1)d
√
|K|
(
d
r
)N
, 1
}
.
(2) For any x ∈M , the number of Bpi(4r)’s containing x is not larger then 12Ne12(N−1)r
√
|K|, i.e.,
] {p ∈ {pi}mi=1 : x ∈ Bp(4r)} ≤ 12Ne12(N−1)r
√
|K|.
Lemma 5.9. Given N ∈ [n,+∞) and K ≤ 0, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed FMMM with
RicN ≥ (N − 1)K. Then for any R-ball Bp(R), we have∫
Bp(R)
|u− up,R|2dm ≤ 2N+2R2e(N−1)
√
|K|R
∫
Bp(2R)
F ∗2(du)dm, ∀u ∈X ,
where up,R is the mean value of u on Bp(R), i.e.,
up,R :=
1
m(Bp(R))
∫
Bp(R)
udm.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume u ∈ C∞(M). A direct calculation yields
|u− up,R|(z) ≤ 1
m(Bp(R))
∫
Bp(R)
|u(z)− u(x)|dm(x),
which together with the Ho¨lder inequality implies
|u− up,R|2(z) ≤ 1
m(Bp(R))
∫
Bp(R)
|u(z)− u(x)|2dm(x).
Integrating the above inequality over Bp(R), we obtain∫
Bp(R)
|u− up,R|2(z)dm(z) ≤ 1
m(Bp(R))
∫
Bp(R)
dm(z)
∫
Bp(R)
|u(z)− u(x)|2dm(x). (5.8)
Let γz,y be a unit speed minimal geodesic from z to x. Since
d
dsu(γz,x(s)) ≤ F ∗(du) ◦ γz,x(s), we have
|u(z)− u(x)| ≤
∫ dF (z,x)
0
F ∗(du) ◦ γz,x(s)ds ≤
(∫ dF (z,x)
0
F ∗2(du) ◦ γz,x(s)ds
) 1
2
(2R)
1
2 ,
which together with (5.8) yields∫
Bp(R)
|u− up,R|2(z)dm(z)
≤ 2R
m(Bp(R))
∫
(z,x)∈Bp(R)×Bp(R)
(∫ dF (z,x)
0
F ∗2(du) ◦ γz,x(s)ds
)
dm×(z, x). (5.9)
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By letting A1 = A2 := Bp(R) and W := Bp(2R), Theorem 2.1 furnishes∫
(z,x)∈Bp(R)×Bp(R)
(∫ dF (z,x)
0
F ∗2(du) ◦ γz,x(s)ds
)
dm×(z, x)
≤2N+1Re(N−1)
√
|K|Rm(Bp(R))
∫
Bp(2R)
F ∗2(du)dm,
which together with (5.9) concludes the proof. 
Inspired by Hassannezhad, Kokarev and Polterovich [19], we get the following estimate.
Theorem 5.3. Given N ∈ [n,+∞), K ≤ 0 and d > 0, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed FMMM
with
RicN ≥ (N − 1)K, diam(M) = d.
Then there exists a positive constant C4 = C4(N) only dependent on N such that for any α ∈ {1, 2},
NαK(λ) ≤ max
{
C
1+
√
|K|d
4 d
Nλ
N
2 , 1
}
, ∀λ > 0.
Proof. Given λ > 0, set Eλ := {u ∈ S : E(u) < λ}. For any r > 0, let {pi}mi=1 be a complete r-package.
According to Lemma 5.1, {Bi := Bpi(2r)}mi=1 is a covering of M . Define a linear map
Φλ,r :X → Rm,
u 7→
(
1
m(B1)
∫
B1
udm, . . . ,
1
m(Bm)
∫
Bm
udm
)
.
It is easy to see that Φλ,r is a continuous and odd map.
Now we claim 0 /∈ Φλ,r(Eλ) provided that r > 0 satisfies
λ ≤
[
2N+4 · 12N · r2e14(N−1)
√
|K|r
]−1
. (5.10)
If not, then there would exist r > 0 and u ∈ Eλ such that (5.10) holds and Φλ,r(u) = 0. Hence,
uBi :=
1
m(Bi)
∫
Bi
udm = 0⇒ |u− uBi |2 = u2, ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
which together with Lemma 5.9 and Lemma 5.8 (2) yields∫
M
u2dm ≤
m∑
i=1
∫
Bi
u2dm ≤ 2N+2 · (2r)2e2(N−1)
√
|K|r
m∑
i=1
∫
Bpi (4r)
F ∗2(du)dm
≤2N+4 · 12N · r2e14(N−1)
√
|K|r
∫
M
F ∗2(du)dm < 2N+4 · 12N · r2e14(N−1)
√
|K|rλ
∫
M
u2dm.
Thus, we have
λ >
[
2N+4 · 12N · r2e14(N−1)
√
|K|r
]−1
,
which contradicts (5.10). Since the claim is true, for every r > 0 with (5.10), Φλ,r : Eλ → Rm\{0} is
continuous and odd.
Fix α ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, for any A ∈ Dα with A ⊂ Eλ, Φλ,r|A : A → Rm\{0} is a continuous and odd
map and hence, Definition 3.7 yields
dimK(A) ≤ m =⇒ NαK(λ) ≤ m. (5.11)
Now choose
r0 :=
(
λ · 2N+4 · 12N · e14(N−1)
√
|K|d
)− 1
2
. (5.12)
Case 1. If r0 ≤ d,
λ =
[
2N+4 · 12N · r20e14(N−1)
√
|K|d
]−1
≤
[
2N+4 · 12N · r20e14(N−1)
√
|K|r0
]−1
,
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which together with (5.10) implies 0 /∈ Φλ,r0(Eλ). Note that Φλ,r0 is constructed by a complete r0-package.
Now (5.11) together with Lemma 5.8 (1) and (5.12) furnishes
NαK(λ) ≤ m ≤ e(N−1)d
√
|K|
(
d
r0
)N
≤ C1+d
√
|K|
4 d
Nλ
N
2 , (5.13)
where
C4 := max
{
2
N(N+4)
2 · 12N
2
2 , e(7N+1)(N−1)
}
.
Case 2. If r0 > d =: r∗, then
B1(r0) = M = B1(r∗), 1 = m = CapM (r0) = CapM (r∗).
Now it follows from (5.12) that
λ <
[
2N+4 · 12N · r2∗e14(N−1)
√
|K|r∗
]−1
.
Now we consider r∗ instead of r0, since the complete r0-package coincides with the complete r∗-package.
The same argument yields 0 /∈ Φλ,r∗(Eλ) and hence, NαK(λ) ≤ m = 1. 
Theorem 5.4. Given N ∈ [n,+∞), K ≤ 0 and d > 0, let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional closed FMMM
with
RicN ≥ (N − 1)K, diam(M) = d.
Then there exists a positive constant C5 = C5(N) only dependent on N such that for any α ∈ {0, 1},
λ
LS,α
k = λ
K,α
k ≥
C
1+d
√
|K|
5
d2
k
2
N , ∀ k ∈ N+, (5.14)
where λ
LS,α
k (resp., λ
K,α
k ) denotes the k-th positive eigenvalue of (C
α, dimLS) (resp., (D
α, dimK)). More-
over, there is a positive constant C6 = C6(N) only dependent on N such that
mαLS(k) = m
α
K(k) ≤ C
1+d
√
|K|
6
[(
d
√
|K|
)N
+ kN
]
, ∀ k ∈ N+. (5.15)
Proof. On one hand, (5.14) follows from Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5.6 (1) directly. On the other hand,
(5.15) follows from Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 4.1. 
6. Application: the eigenvalues of a weighted Riemannian manifold
Let (M, g, e−fd volg) be a closed weighted Riemannian manifold, that is, (M, g) is a closed Riemannian
manifold and f ∈ C∞(M) is a smooth function. The Bakry-E´mery Laplacian is
∆fu := ∆gu− g(∇f,∇u), ∀u ∈ C∞(M).
According to Setti [27], the spectrum {λ∆fk }∞k=1 of ∆f corresponding to the closed problem is purely
discrete and satisfies
0 = λ
∆f
1 < λ
∆f
2 ≤ · · · ≤ λ∆fk ≤ . . .↗ +∞,
while the corresponding eigenfunctions are smooth and form a basis of L2(M).
On the other hand, (M, g, e−fd volg) can be viewed as a compact FMMM (M,F, dm), where F =
√
g
and dm := e−fd volg. In particular, the gradient ∇ of (M,F, dm) coincides the one of (M, g, e−fd volg),
whereas the Laplacian ∆ of (M,F, dm) is exactly the Bakry-E´mery Laplacian ∆f . Therefore, λ
∆f
k is a
critical value of the canonical energy functional
E(u) =
∫
M F
∗2(du)dm∫
M u
2dm
=
∫
M g(∇u,∇u)e−fd volg∫
M u
2e−fd volg
.
Based on this, a standard argument yields the following min-max principle.
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Theorem 6.1. Given k ∈ N+, we have
λ
∆f
k = minV ∈Hk
max
u∈V \{0}
E(u),
where Hk = {V ⊂X : V is a linear subspace with dimC(V ) = k}.
Now we show the following result.
Theorem 6.2. Let (M, g, e−fd volg) be a closed weighted Riemannian manifold. The Lusternik-Schnirelmann
spectrum is exactly the spectrum of the Bakry-E´mery Laplacian.
Proof. Fix α ∈ {1, 2}, let (C α, dimLS) be defined as in Definition 3.5. We have to show λLS,αk = λ
∆f
k for
all k ∈ N+.
First, we claim λLS,αk ≤ λ
∆f
k . In fact, since ∆f is self-adjoint, we can suppose that the eigenfunctions
{ui}ki=1 corresponding to {λ∆fi }ki=1 are orthonormal, i.e.,
∫
M uiujdm = δij . Set Vk := Span{u1, . . . , uk}.
Thus, for u ∈ S ∩ Vk, we have u =
∑k
i=1 aiui, where
∑k
i=1 a
2
i = 1. Hence,
E(u) = −
∫
M u∆udm∫
M u
2dm
=
k∑
i=1
λ
∆f
i a
2
i ≤ λ∆fk =⇒ sup
u∈S∩Vk
E(u) = λ
∆f
k .
Since S ∩ Vk ∈ C LS,αk , we have
λLS,αk = inf
A∈CLS,αk
sup
u∈A
E(u) ≤ sup
u∈S∩Vk
E(u) = λ
∆f
k .
Therefore, the claim is true.
Now we show λ
∆f
k ≤ λLS,αk . Let {φj}kj=1 denote the eigenfunctions corresponding to {λLS,αj }kj=1. By
suitable modification to the proof of Theorem 3.4, we can show that {φj}kj=1 satisfy∫
M
φiφjdm = δij ,
∫
M
g(∇φi,∇φj)dm = λLS,αi δij .
Let Wk := Span{φ1, . . . , φk}. Then Theorem 6.1 together with the same argument as above implies
λ
∆f
k ≤ sup
u∈Wk\{0}
E(u) = sup
u∈Wk∩S
E(u) = λLS,αk ,
which concludes the proof. 
Remark 6.1. It is easy to verify that Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 remains valid for the spectrum of
the Bakry-E´mery Laplacian corresponding to the Dirichlet problem.
A direct calculation yields that the weighted Ricci curvature RicN is exaclty the N -Bakry-E´mery Ricci
tensor of (M, g, e−fd volg), i.e.,
RicN = Ric + Hess(f)− 1
N − ndf ⊗ df.
This fact together with Theorem 6.2, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.4 yields the following result.
Theorem 6.3. Given N ∈ (n,+∞), K ≤ 0 and d > 0, Let (M, g, e−fd volg) be an n-dimensional closed
weighted Riemannian manifold with
RicN ≥ (N − 1)K, diam(M) = d.
Then there exist two positive constants C1 = C1(N) and C2 = C2(N) such that
C
1+d
√
|K|
1
d2
k
2
N ≤ λ∆fk ≤
(N − 1)2
4
|K|+ C2
(
k
d
)2
, ∀ k ∈ N+.
where λ
∆f
k is the k-th positive eigenvalue of ∆f .
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Appendix A.
A.1. Properties of S and P(X ). In this section, we investigate S and P(X ). First, we recall the
definition of Banach-Finsler manifolds (cf. Palais [28, Definition 2.10, Definition 3.5] and Struwe [31,
p. 77]), that is, Finsler manifolds in the sense of Palais.
Definition A.1 ( [28,31]). Given r ≥ 1, let X be a Cr-Banach manifold modelled on a Banach space V ,
and let ‖ · ‖ : TX → R be a function. (X, ‖ · ‖) is called a Cr-Banach-Finsler manifold if for each k > 1
and each x0 ∈ X, there exists a bundle chart ϕ : O×V ≈ TX|O for TX with O a neighborhood of x0 ∈ X
such that ‖ · ‖ ◦ ϕ satisfies:
(1) for each x ∈ O, the function v ∈ V 7→ ‖ϕ(x, v)‖ is an admissible norm for V ;
(2) 1k‖ϕ(x, v)‖ ≤ ‖ϕ(x0, v)‖ ≤ k‖ϕ(x, v)‖ for all x ∈ O and v ∈ V .
A Banach-Finsler manifold (X, ‖ · ‖) is said to be complete if each component of X is complete under the
metric induced by ‖ · ‖.
We also need the following result. Refer to Palais [26, Theorem 8, Corollary, p.3], [28, Theorem 3.6,
Theorem 5.9] and Zeidler [33, Theorem 73.C, Example 73.41] for the proofs.
Lemma A.1 ( [26,28,33]). The following consequences always hold.
(1) Let X be a Banach space and f : X → R be a Ck-function, k ≥ 1. If Df(x) 6= 0 for all the solutions
x of the equation f(x) = 0, then the solution set S := f−1(0) is a closed submanifold of X and especially,
is a Ck-Banach manifold.
(2) If (X, ‖ ·‖) is a complete C1-Banach-Finsler manifold and N is a closed C1-submanifold of X, then
(N, ‖ · ‖|TN ) a complete Banach-Finsler manifold as well.
(3) Every paracompact Banach manifold is an ANR (i.e., absolute neighborhood retract).
(4) An ANR is an AR if and only if it is contractible.
Proposition A.1. (S, ‖ · ‖ |TS) is a complete C∞-Banach-Finsler manifold and an ANR.
Proof. Consider the function h :X → R defined by h(u) := ‖u‖2L2 − 1. It is easy to see that
Dh(u)(φ) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
h(u+ tφ) = 2
∫
M
uφdm; (A.1)
D2h(u)(φ1, φ2) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Dh(u+ tφ2)(φ1) = 2
∫
M
φ1φ2dm;
D3h(u)(φ1, φ2, φ3) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
D2h(u+ tφ3)(φ1, φ2) = 0.
The Ho¨lder inequality together with the compactness of M then yields h ∈ C∞(X ). Moreover, if u ∈X
satisfies Dh(u) = 0, (A.1) then implies u = 0. Thus, Dh(u) 6= 0 for any u ∈ h−1(0) = S. Now (1) and
(2) in Lemma A.1 yield that (S, ‖ · ‖ |TS) is a complete C∞-Banach-Finsler manifold. In particular, S is
paracompact since it is metrizable. Thus, Lemma A.1 (3) furnishes that S is an ANR. 
In the sequel, we prove that S is an AR while P(X ) is an ANR. Before doing this, we need recall a
fact that the unit sphere in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space is contractible (cf. Kakutani [22]).
Proposition A.2. S is contractible and hence, an AR.
Proof. Recall that (X , (·, ·)) is a separable Hilbert space, where (·, ·) is defined by (3.2). Thus, the unit
sphere S := {u ∈ X : ‖u‖1 = 1} in (X , (·, ·)) is contractible (cf. [22]), where ‖ · ‖1 denotes the norm
induced by (·, ·). On the other hand, (3.3) implies that f ∈ X with ‖f‖L2 = 0 if and only if ‖f‖1 = 0.
Thus, one can define two maps between S and S by
t1 : S → S , t1(u) = u‖u‖1 , t2 : S → S, t1(u) =
u
‖u‖L2
.
It is easy to check that t1, t2 are homeomorphisms. Thus, S is contractible. Since S is an ANR, the
proposition follows from Lemma A.1 (4). 
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Proof of Proposition 2.3. The first part of the proposition follows from Proposition A.1 and A.2, which
together with Proposition 2.1 furnishes that i∗E is a C1-function on S. 
Proposition A.3. P(X ) is a paracompact Banach topological manifold and hence, a normal ANR.
Proof. Since S is a C∞-Banach manifold and p : S → P(X ) is a 2-fold covering, a standard argument
yields that P(X ) is a Banach topological manifold.
Now we show P(X ) is paracompact. Given any open covering {Uα} of P(X ), we can obtain a refinement
{Vβ} of {Uα} and an open covering {Vβ,−Vβ} of S such that p|±Vβ : ±Vβ → Vβ are homeomorphisms.
Recall that S is a metric space and hence, paracompact. Thus, there exists a locally finite refinement
{Oγ} of {Vβ,−Vβ} and thus, each p|Oγ : Oγ → p(Oγ) a is homeomorphism. So, {p(Oγ)} is a covering of
P(X ). In particular, since Oγ ⊂ Vβ or −Vβ, we have
p(Oγ) ⊂ p(Vβ) = Vβ ⊂ Uα,
and hence, {p(Oγ)} is a refinement of {Uα}. On the other hand, for each [u] ∈ P(X ), there are two open
neighbourhoods N± ⊂ S of ±u such that each of them intersects only finitely many of the sets in {Oγ}.
Let N[u] := p(N+)∩p(N−), which is an open set since p is open. Thus, if N[u] intersects some p(Oγ), then
Oγ must intersect at least one of N± but not vice versa, which implies
]{p(Oγ) : p(Oγ) ∩N[u] 6= ∅} ≤ ]{Oγ : Oγ ∩ (N+ ∪N−) 6= ∅} < +∞,
where ] denotes the cardinality of a set. Hence, {p(Oγ)} is locally finite and therefore, P(X ) is paracom-
pact and normal. Now it follows from Lemma A.1 (3) that P(X ) is an ANR. 
A.2. Properties of Dirichlet regions.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. The proof is divided into four steps.
Step 1. In this step, we show that Bpi (r) ⊂ Di ⊂ Bpi(2r) for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Since {Bpi(r)}mi=1 is a maximal family of disjoint r-balls, one gets Bpi (r) ⊂ Di for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
On the other hand, note that {Bpi(2r)}mi=1 is a covering of M . Thus, given i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, for any q ∈ Di,
we claim dF (pi, q) < 2r. Otherwise, there would exist a point pj 6= pi such that q ∈ Bpj (2r) and hence,
dF (pj , q) < dF (pi, q), which is a contradiction! Hence, Di ⊂ Bpi(2r).
Step 2. In this step, we show that {Di}mi=1 is a covering of M with m(Di ∩Dj) = 0 for any i 6= j.
Definition 5.1 implies that {Di}mi=1 is a covering of M . In order to prove m(Di ∩Dj) = 0 for i 6= j, set
fji(x) := dF (pj , x)− dF (pi, x), A := f−1ji (0) ∩ (Cutpi ∪ Cutpj ), B := f−1ji (0)−A.
Equip f−1ji (0) with the induced topology from M . Since each cut locus is closed and has null measure, A is
a closed subset of f−1ji (0) with zero measure. Thus, B is an open set of f
−1
ji (0) and hence, there exists an
open subset N of M such that B = N ∩f−1ji (0). In the following, we show that B is a (n−1)-dimensional
submanifold of N and hence, m(B) = 0.
Note that fji|N is smooth. We claim dfji(q) 6= 0 for any q ∈ B. Otherwise, dfji(q) = 0 implies
∇dF (pi, x)|x=q = ∇dF (pj , x)|x=q, which yields pi = pj due to q /∈ (Cutpi∪Cutpj ) and dF (pi, q) = dF (pj , q).
Since dfji|B 6= 0, a standard argument yields that B is a (n− 1)-dimensional submanifold (of N).
Since both A and B are zero-measurable, m(Di ∩Dj) ≤ m(f−1ji (0)) = m(A) + m(B) = 0.
Step 3. In this step, we show m(int(Di)) = m(Di) for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
In order to do this, set Ui := {q ∈M : dF (pi, q) < dF (pj , q), ∀ j 6= i} ⊂ int(Di). It is easy to see
Di − Ui = ∪
j 6=i
(
Di ∩ f−1ji (0)
)
.
Thus, Step 2 implies
m(Di − Ui) ≤
∑
j 6=i
m(f−1ji (0)) = 0⇒ m(Di) = m(Ui) ≤ m(int(Di)) ≤ m(Di).
Step 4. In this step, we show that int(Di) is starlike with respect to pi for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
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First, for each j 6= i, set
Dij := {q ∈M : dF (pi, q) ≤ dF (pj , q)}.
Then Di = ∩j 6=iDij and hence,
int(Di) = ∩j 6=iint(Dij) = ∩j 6=i{q ∈M : dF (pi, q) < dF (pj , q)}. (A.2)
Given any q ∈ int(Di), let γ(t) be a unit speed minimal geodesic from pi to q. Now consider the
function
fji(γ(t)) = dF (pj , γ(t))− dF (pi, γ(t)) = dF (pj , γ(t))− t =: ρj(γ(t))− t.
If q is not a cut point of p along γ(t), we have
d
dt
fji(γ(t)) = g∇ρj (∇ρj , γ˙(t))− 1 ≤ F (∇ρj)F (γ˙(t))− 1 = 0, ∀ t ∈ (0, d(pi, q)] (A.3)
Since q ∈ int(Dij) for all j 6= i (see (A.2)), we have
fji(γ(dF (pi, q))) = dF (pj , q)− dF (pi, q) > 0,
which together with (A.3) yields fji(γ(t)) > 0, for t ∈ [0, dF (pi, q)]. Hence, γ(t) ⊂ int(Dij). Then (A.2)
implies γ(t) ⊂ int(Di). If q is a cut point of pi, then for any small  > 0, the above proof yields that
fji(γ(t)) ≥ fji(γ(dF (pi, q)− )), t ∈ [0, dF (pi, q)− ) and the same statement follows from the continuity
of fji. 
A.3. Properties of Cheeger’s constant. In this subsection, we study Cheeger’s constant and prove
Lemma 5.3. First, Lemma 2.2 (1) yields the following result directly.
Lemma A.2. Given K ≤ 0 and Θ ≥ 1, Let (M,F, dm) be an n-dimensional complete FMMM with
Ric ≥ (n− 1)K, |τ | ≤ log Θ.
Then for any y ∈ SpM , we have
(1) σˆp(min{iy, r}, y) ≥ Θ−2 An,K(r)
Vn,K(R)− Vn,K(r)
∫ R
r
σˆp(min{iy, t}, y)dt, ∀ 0 < r ≤ R;
(2)
∫ r1
r0
σˆp(min{iy, t}, y)dt ≥ Θ−2Vn,K(r1)− Vn,K(r0)
Vn,K(r2)− Vn,K(r1)
∫ r2
r1
σˆp(min{iy, t}, y)dt, ∀ 0 < r0 < r1 < r2,
where An,K(r) and Vn,K(r) are defined by (2.9).
Let i : Γ↪→M be a smooth hypersurface embedded in (M,F, dm). Given p ∈ M , let (r, y) denote the
polar coordinate system around p. For any x ∈ Γ\Cutp, one can define a local measure on Γ around x by
dA := i∗(∇rcdm).
Lemma A.3. Let (M,F, dm) be a complete FMMM and let let i : Γ ↪→ M be a smooth hypersurface.
Then for any x ∈ Γ\Cutp, we have dA|x ≥ dA|x.
Proof. Let n denote a unit normal vector field on Γ. Thus, dm can be expressed as
dm = L(n) ∧ (i−1)∗dA,
where L is the Legendre transformation. Hence, we have
dA = |i∗(∇rcdm)| = |gn(n,∇r)|dA ≤ dA.
which concludes the proof. 
The proof of Lemma 5.3. Let Γ be a smooth hypersurface embedded in D which divides D into disjoint
open sets D1, D2 in D with common boundary ∂D1 = ∂D2 = Γ. Without loss of generality, we assume
that m(D1 ∩ Bp(r/2)) ≤ 12m(Bp(r/2)). Hence, m(D1 ∩ Bp(r/2)) ≤ m(D2 ∩ Bp(r/2)). Let α ∈ (0, 1) be a
constant which will be chosen later.
Step 1: Suppose m(D1 ∩Bp(r/2)) ≤ αm(D1).
For each q ∈ D1 − Cutp, Let q∗ be the last point on the minimal geodesic segment γpq from p to q,
where this ray intersects Γ. If the whole segment γpq is contained in D1, set q
∗ := p.
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Fix a positive number β ∈ (0, r/2). Let (t, y) denote the polar coordinate system around p. Given a
point q = (ρ, y) ∈ D1 − Cutp −Bp(r/2), set
rod(q) := {(t, y) : β ≤ t ≤ ρ}.
Define
D11 := {q ∈ D1 − Cutp −Bp(r/2) : q∗ /∈ Bp(β)};
D21 := {q ∈ D1 − Cutp −Bp(r/2) : rod(q) ⊂ D1};
D31 := {q ∈ Bp(r/2)−Bp(β) : ∃x ∈ D21 such that q ∈ rod(x)}.
Figure 1.
By Lemma A.2 (2), we obtain that
m(D31)
m(D21)
≥ Θ−2 Vn,K(r/2)− Vn,K(β)
Vn,K(R)− Vn,K(r/2) =: γ
−1.
It follows from the assumption that
(1− α)m(D1) ≤ m(D1 −Bp(r/2)), m(D31) ≤ m(D1 ∩Bp(r/2)) ≤ αm(D1).
Note that D1 −Bp(r/2) ⊂ D11 ∪ D21. From above, we have
(1− α)m(D1) ≤ m(D21) + m(D11) ≤ γαm(D1) + m(D11). (A.4)
Set D11 := {y ∈ SpM : ∃ t > 0 such that (t, y) ∈ D11}. Clearly,
m(D11) =
∫
D11
dνp(y)
∫ min{R,iy}
r/2
χD11(expp(ty)) · σˆp(t, y)dt, (A.5)
where χD11(x) is the characteristic function of D11 and expp : TM →M is the exponential map at p (i.e.,
expp(ty) is the geodesic γy(t)).
Given y ∈ D11, we can write∫ min{R,iy}
r/2
χD11(expp(ty)) · σˆp(t, y)dt =:
∑
jy
∫ bjy
ajy
σˆp(t, y)dt,
where expp(bjyy) ∈ Γ and expp(ajyy) ∈ Γ if ajy > r/2. Now set
cjy :=

ajy , ajy > r/2;
F
(
exp−1p
((
expp
r
2y
)∗))
, ajy = r/2.
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Thus, β ≤ cjy ≤ ajy and expp(cjyy) ∈ Γ. Lemma A.2 (1) then yields∑
jy
∫ bjy
ajy
σˆp(t, y)dt ≤
∑
jy
∫ bjy
cjy
σˆp(t, y)dt ≤ Θ2
∑
jy
Vn,K(bjy)− Vn,K(cjy)
An,K(cjy)
σˆp(cjy , y)
≤Θ2Vn,K(R)− Vn,K(β)
An,K(β)
∑
jy
σˆp(cjy , y),
which together with (A.5) and Lemma A.3 yields
m(D11) ≤ Θ2
Vn,K(R)− Vn,K(β)
An,K(β)
∫
D11
∑
jy
σˆp(cjy , y)dνp(y) ≤ Θ2
Vn,K(R)− Vn,K(β)
An,K(β)
A(Γ). (A.6)
Combining (A.4) and (A.6), we obtain
A(Γ)
m(D1)
=
A(Γ)
m(D11)
m(D11)
m(D1)
≥ Θ−2(1− α(1 + γ)) An,K(β)
Vn,K(R)− Vn,K(β) .
Step 2: Suppose m(D1 ∩Bp(r/2)) ≥ αm(D1).
For simplicity, set Wi := Di ∩Bp(r/2), i = 1, 2. Now we consider the product space W1 ×W2 with the
product measure dm× := dm× dm. Let
N := {(q, w) ∈W1 ×W2 : q ∈ Cutw or w ∈ Cutq}.
Since the cut locus is a null set, Fubini’s theorem yields m×(N) = 0. For each (q, w) ∈ (W1×W2)\N , there
exists a unique minimal geodesic γwq from w to q with the length LF (γwq) ≤ r. The triangle inequality
implies γwq ⊂ Bp(r). Denote by q\ the last point on γwq where γwq intersects Γ. Now define
V1 := {(q, w) ∈W1 ×W2 −N : d(w, q\) ≥ d(q\, q)},
V2 := {(q, w) ∈W1 ×W2 −N : d(w, q\) ≤ d(q\, q)}.
Since m×(V1 ∪ V2) = m×(W1 ×W2), we have
m×(V1) ≥ 1
2
m×(W1 ×W2) or m×(V2) ≥ 1
2
m×(W1 ×W2).
Case I: Suppose that m×(V1) ≥ 12m×(W1 ×W2).
Note that
m×(V1) =
∫
w∈W2
dm
∫
{q∈W1:d(w,q\)≥d(q\,q)}−Cutw
dm.
Thus, there exist a point w2 ∈W2 and a measurable set U1 ⊂W1 such that
(1) For each q ∈ U1, d(w2, q\) ≥ d(q\, q) and (q, w2) /∈ N ;
(2) m(U1) ≥ 12m(W1).
Let (t, y) denote the polar coordinate system around w2. For q = (ρ, y) ∈ U1, set q\ =: (ρ\, y). Thus,
ρ\ ≥ ρ/2 because ρ\ = d(w2, q\) ≥ d(q\, q) = ρ− ρ\. Now set
ρ˜ := sup
{
s : expw2(ty), t ∈ [ρ\, s) is contained in U1 − Cutw2
}
.
Then q˜ := (ρ˜, y) ∈W1 ⊂ Bp(r/2), which implies
ρ˜ = d(w2, q˜) ≤ d(w2, p) + d(p, q˜) < r
2
+
r
2
= r.
Since (q˜)\ = q\ and q˜ ∈ U1, a same argument as above yields ρ\ ≥ ρ˜/2. Lemma A.2 (1) then yields
σˆw2(ρ
\, y)∫ ρ˜
ρ\
σˆw2(t, y)dt
≥ Θ−2 An,K(ρ
\)
Vn,K(ρ˜)− Vn,K(ρ\) ≥ Θ
−2 An,K(ρ˜/2)
Vn,K(ρ˜)− Vn,K(ρ˜/2)
≥ Θ−2 An,K(r/2)
Vn,K(r)− Vn,K(r/2) .
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Lemma A.3 now furnishes
dA|(ρ\,y) ≥ Θ−2
An,K(r/2)
Vn,K(r)− Vn,K(r/2)
(∫ ρ˜
ρ\
σˆp(t, y)dt
)
dνw2(y).
Hence,
A(Γ) ≥ A(Γ ∩Bp(r/2)) ≥ Θ−2 An,K(r/2)
Vn,K(r)− Vn,K(r/2) m(U1).
By assumption, we have
αm(D1) ≤ m(D1 ∩Bp(r/2)) = m(W1) ≤ 2m(U1),
which implies
A(Γ)
m(D1)
≥ α
2Θ2
An,K(r/2)
Vn,K(r)− Vn,K(r/2) . (A.7)
Case II: Suppose that m×(V2) ≥ 12m×(W1 ×W2).
Since F is reversible, the reverse of a geodesic is still a geodesic. Hence, using the same argument as
Case I, one can show that (A.7) remains valid in this case.
Step 3: From above, we obtain
A(Γ)
m(D1)
≥

1−α(1+Θ2C)
Θ2
A, m(D1 ∩Bp(r/2)) ≤ αm(D1);
α
2Θ2
B, m(D1 ∩Bp(r/2)) ≥ αm(D1),
where
A := An,K(β)
Vn,K(R)− Vn,K(β) , B :=
An,K(r/2)
Vn,K(r)− Vn,K(r/2) , C :=
Vn,K(R)− Vn,K(r/2)
Vn,K(r/2)− Vn,K(β) .
To obtain the best possible bound, we set
1− α(1 + Θ2C)
Θ2
A = α
2Θ2
B =⇒ α = 2AB + 2A(1 + Θ2C) .
An direct calculation then yields
A(Γ)
min{m(D1),m(D2)} ≥
A(Γ)
m(D1)
≥ sup
0<β< r
2
An,K(β)
[
Vn,K
(
r
2
)− Vn,K(β)]
4Θ4Vn,K(r)Vn,K(R)
≥ C
1+
√
|K|R
Θ4
rn−1
Rn
,
where C = C(n) < 1 is a positive number only dependent on n. 
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